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Together with the report of the
School Board
and the












The Selectmen of the Town of Sunapee are dedicating this 1991 Annual Town
Report to Joyce Hill, more commonly known as "Jo". Jo retired on January 31,
1992 after working for the Selectmen for 22 years. Over the years she has
worked for 12 different Selectmen in addition to the taxpayers (currently over
2,000). Daily Jo met the challenges of both with a smile and determination to
do her best. She has always tried to make the Selectmen's office a neutral place,
where everyone is welcome no matter what their personal or politcal opinions
might be.
Thank you Jo from the Board of Selectmen, fellow employees and the Town of
Sunapee. You will be missed.
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Incorporated April 4, 1781
A Charterwas granted to the Town ofSaville November 7, 1768. Town ofSaville
was changed to the Town ofWendell April 1781, then by an act ofthe Legislature
in 1850 it was given the name of Sunapee.
Population 1786 195
Population 1990 (Census) 2559
GOVERNOR
Judd Gregg through 1992
UNITED STATE SENATORS
Warren Rudman through 1994
"Bob" Smith through 1996
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
Second Congressional District
"Dick" Swett through 1992
STATE SENATOR OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Eighth State Senatorial District
George F. Disnard through 1992
REPRESENTATIVE TO THE GENERAL COURT
Thomas A. Behrens through 1992
EXECUTIVE COUNCILOR
First Councilor District







Ralph H. Leone Term Expires 1992
Charles W. Weinstein, Sr., Chairman Term Expires 1993
Richard F. Smith Term Expires 1994
TOWN CT.ERK/TAX COLLECTOR
Toni J. Bressette Term Expires 1994
DEPUTY TOWN CT.ERK/TAX COTXECTOR
Eileen Stiles
Francis C. Gallup










WATER - SEWER COMMISSIONERS
Maurice C. Austin Term Expires 1992
Ralph B. Hawkins Term Expires 1992
Ronald P. Wyman, Chairman Term Expires 1992
Edythe C. Dexter Term Expires 1993
Gordon L. Ramspott Term Expires 1993
William Roach Term Expires 1994





















ZONTTNO BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Michael Rechisky Term Expires 1992
Elizabeth Elliott Term Expires 1992
William Hollander, Chairman Term Expires 1993
Arthur B. Zerbel, Jr Term Expires 1993
Hugh A. Collins, alternate Term Expires 1994
















Norma P. McGray - resigned Term Expires 1992
Christine J. Stoddard Term Expires 1994
Ellen A. Nolen Term Expires 1996























TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Paul E. Grevstad Term Expires 1994
James A.Tate Term Expires 1992
Norman E. Perkins Term Expires 1993
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ENGINEERS OF THE FTRE DEPARTMENT
Daniel R. Ruggles Term Expires 1992
Francis H. Nolin, Jr. Term Expires 1993
Howard G. Sargent Term Expires 1994
Mark Scott Term Expires 1995
FOREST FIRE WARDEN
Daniel R. Ruggles Term Expires 1992
DEPUTY FOREST FTRE WARDENS
J. Anthony Bergeron Term Expires 1992
Ronald Hand Term Expires 1992
Francis H. Nolin, Jr. Term Expires 1992
Howard G. Sargent Term Expires 1992
Mark Scott Term Expires 1992
HIGHWAY SAFETY COMMITTEE
Charlie Weinstein, Selectman
- Orville B. Fitch, II, Police Chief
J. Anthony Bergeron, Road Agent
Francis H. Nolin, Jr., Fire Chief
Stephen Gray Highway Engineer
CONSERVATION COMMTSSTON
Doddridge Johnson Term Expires 1992
Henry J. Wobbe Term Expires 1992
Bruce Burdette Term Expires 1993
Shaun P. Carroll, Jr. Term Expires 1994
George Quackenbos Term Expires 1994




John W. Wiggins Term Expires 1992
CEMETERY COMMISSIONERS
Charles Weinstein, Jr. Term Expires 1992
Jeffrey S. Trow Term Expires 1993
Raymond E. Hudson Term Expires 1994
















Peter Kavanagh, Chairman Term Expires 1992
Van O. Webb Term Expires 1992
Ernest W. Towne Term Expires 1993
Aaron H. Simpson Term Expires 1993
Muriel T. Bergeron Term Expires 1994
Van O. Webb,
Ernest W. Towne,
NH/VT SOLID WASTE PROtTECT
Delegate
Alternate
































This past year 1991 has been hectic. Working on a budget taxpayers can live
with in a very shaky economy is difficult. Many hours have been spent with
taxpayers on the resolution ofthe previous revaluation. Our new Town Office
is functioning fine for all of us.
This year our long-time dedicated administrator, Jo Hill retired. The Board
wanted a smooth transition ofreplacement, so we moved Dori Lyman to be Jo's
assistant. This enabled Dori to learn what was needed to fill Jo's shoes. Dori is
doing an excellent job, and we, the Board are very pleased with the outcome.
We lost a past Selectman, Representative and Senator this year, George I.
Wiggins. Gary Dashner did not seek re-election, and Rich Smith is the new kid
on the street. Rich is a hard worker and is working on your behalf. This March
we are losing our senior Selectman, Ralph Leone. After many years of
dedication to his job and his town, Ralph is entitled to retirement. We will miss








THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
The polls will be open from 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Absentee Ballots will be opened at 3:00 p.m.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Sunapee in the County of Sullivan in said
State, qualified to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the DavidW.Sherburne Gymnasium, located
on Route 11, in said Sunapee on Tuesday, the 10th day ofMarch next, at nine
of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
ARTICLE 2. Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofAmendment No.l as Proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article XI - Definitions - Water Bodies - to read:
Any and all surface waters, including but not limited to rivers, streams, creeks,
rivulets, lakes, and ponds that appear on aUnited States Geological SurveyMap
of Sunapee?
Yes NO
Planning Board favors adopting amendment No. 1 6-0
ARTICLE 3. Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofAmendment No. 2 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Section 3.40(a) - Additional Requirements - by deleting the words "water
bodies (lakes, ponds, rivers, and brooks)" and replacing with "any surface
waters"?
Yes NO
Planning Board favors adopting Amendment No 2. 6-0
The full text of Section 3.40(a) as amended will read:
The minimum distance between leach fields and any surface waters shall be
125'
. Any repair or expansion ofa pre- existing system orleach fieldmust adhere
as closely as feasible to the above restrictions.
ARTICLE 4. Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofAmendment No.3 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Section 3.50(g) and Article XI to change the height by which a fence
becomes a structure from (four) 4' to (five) 5'?
Yes NO
Planning Board favors adopting Amendment NO. 3. 6-0
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The full text of Section 3.50(g) and Article XI as amended will read:
Section 3.50(g) - Special Exceptions. - The setbacks for fences five feet and over
may be reduced to a minimum of two (2) feet from property lines if, in the
judgement of the ZBA, such will not adversely affect neighboring properties.
Article XI - Definitions - Structures - Anything constructed or erected with a
fixed location on the ground, or attached to something having a fixed location
on the ground. Structure includes, but is not limited to a building, swimming
pool, mobile home, billboard, pier, wharf. It shall not include a minor installa-
tion such as a fence less than five (5) feet high, mail box, flag pole or dog house.
ARTICLE 5. Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofAmendment No. 4 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Add Section 3.50(h) - Special Exceptions - which will allow the ZBA to approve
the placement of an over 5' high fence on a boundary line provided that an
agreement is made between abutting parties as to the location of such fence,
such agreement is filed with the Registry of Deeds, and the subject boundary
line is delineated by a licensed land surveyor?
Yes NO
Planning Board favors adopting Amendment No. 4. 6-0
The full text of Section 3.50(h) as proposed will read:
The ZBA may allow a fence over 5 feet high to be placed on a property line
provided that:
1) The landowners of the properties for which the fence is providing a
boundary apply as co-applicants to the ZBA.
2) The subject property boundary line is delineated by a licensed land
surveyor;
3) Such fence in the judgment of the ZBA will not adversely affect other
neighboring properties;
4) An agreement between subject owners is filed with the Registry of
Deeds indicating that the proposed fence location is acceptable to all
parties and such agreement will run with the property's chain of title.
ARTICLE 6. Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofAmendment No. 5 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Section 4. 33(2)(f) - Shorelines - Specific Provisions - By adding the words
"This requirement may be waived by the Planning Board during the Site Plan
Review Process" at the end of the Section?
Yes NO
Planning Board favors adopting Amendment No 5. 6-0
The full text of Section 4.33(2)(f) as amended will read:
Apumping facility for the removal ofholding tank waste shall be provided. The
facility shall meet all standards established by the New Hampshire Water
Supply and Pollution Control Division of the Department of Environmental
Services and any other applicable State regulations. This requirement may be
waived bv the Planning Board during the Site Plan Review Process.
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ARTICLE 7. Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofAmendment No. 6 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Add Section 3.50(i) - Special Exceptions - which will allow the ZBA to approve
height increases on pre-existing non-conforming structures provided the foot-
print is not expanded, the existing structure is less than 2 stories high, no more
than one story is added, and such enlargement complies with other State and
Local Regulations?
Yes NO
Planning Board favors proposed Amendment No.6 6-0
The full text of Section 3.50(i) as proposed will read:
TheZBAmay allow a pre-existing non-conforming structure to be enlarged and/
or the roof line altered provided that:
1) Such enlargement will not increase the horizontal dimensions of the
structure unless such horizontal increase would ordinarily be permitted
by the Ordinance;
2) The existing structure is less than two (2) stories higk;
3) The enlarged structure will be no more than one (1) additional story
higher than the pre-existing structure;
4) Any roof changes are within the height requirements set forth in this
Ordinance;
5) In the judgement of the ZBA no abutter will be affected by the
enlargement;
6) All State and local permits are acquired to insure compliance with
Article VII of the Ordinance;
7) Such enlargement, in the judgment of the ZBA, is consistent with the
intent of the Ordinance.
ARTICLE 8. Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofAmendment No. 7 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Add Section 3.40(h) - Additional Requirements - to allow a landowner to make
minor roof alterations (dormers, gables, skylights, etc..) to a pre-existing non-
conforming structure provided a Certificate of Compliance is granted for such
alteration?
Yes Q NO
Planning Board favors adopting Amendment No. 7. 6-0
The full text of Section 3.40(h) as proposed will read:
Dormers, gables, skylights and other roof changes shall be allowed on non-
conforming structures provided that such additions, are no higher than the
existing predominant roof lines of the subject structure and do not extend
beyond the horizontal footprint.
ARTICLE 9. Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofAmendment No. 8 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:




Planning Board favors adopting Amendment No. 8 5-1
The full text of Section 8.24 as amended will read:
The application and filing procedures shall be funded by a charge of$25*QQ per
granted Certificate ofCompliance. Future charge adjustments shall be made at
Town Meeting.
ARTICLE 10. Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofAmendment No. 9 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend ARTICLE VIII - Administration - By adding Section 8.24(b) which will
establish an After-the Fact permit and fee ($50.00) for all projects where
construction has commenced prior to the issuance of a Certificate of Compli-
ance?
Yes NO
Planning Board favors adopting Amendment No. 9. 6-0
The full text of Section 8.24(b) as proposed will read:
An After-the Fact application shall be filed for all projects where work has
commenced prior to the issuance ofa Certificate ofCompliance. This application
mustbe filed prior to the consideration ofthe projectby the ZBA, PlanningBoard
and/or the Board of Selectmen. The After-the-Fact application will be acted
upon by the Selectmen at the same time the Certificate of Compliance is
considered.
A fee of $50.00 shall be paid at the time of application for the After-the-Fact
permit. This fee shall be paid in addition to any fees charged for the Certificate
of Compliance. The "grace period" provision of Section 8.13 of this Ordinance
shall not apply to After-the-Fact permits.
ARTICLE 1 1. Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofAmendment No. 10 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Add Section 8.26 and Amend Section 10.20 - Appeals to the Zoning Board of
Adjustment - to provide a 30-day time limit for which aggrieved personsmay file
an appeal to the ZBA for a Certificate ofCompliance they believe was issued in
error?
Yes NO
Planning Board favors adopting Amendment No. 10. 6-0
The full text ofSection 8.26 as proposed and Section 10.20 as amended will read:
Section 8.26 - Any person who is aggrieved by the issuance of a Certificate of
Compliance or who feels such a Certificate was issued in error, may file an
appeal to the Zoning Board of Adjustment as describe in Article X. Such an
appeal must be filed within 30 days ofthe date the Certificate of Compliance is
issued.
Section 10.20 - Any person aggrieved or any officer, department, board or
bureau ofthe town affectedby any decision ofthe administrative officer orBoard
may appeal to the Board. Such appeals must occur within the time provided bv
the Rules ofthe Board, or as provided elsewhere in this Ordinance, by filing with
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the Administrative Officer from whom the Appeal is taken and with the Zoning
Board of Adjustment a Notice of Appeal specifying the grounds thereof. The
officer from whom the appeal is taken shall forthwith transmit to the Zoning
Board ofAdjustment all papers constituting the record upon which the action
appealed was taken. An appeal stays all proceeding under the action appealed
from unless the officer from whom the appeal is taken certifies to the Zoning
Board ofAdjustment after notice ofappeal shall have been filed with him, that,
by reason of facts stated in the certificate, a stay would, in his opinion, cause
imminent peril to life or property. In such case, proceedings shall not be stayed
otherwise than by a restraining order which may be granted by the Board or the
Superior Court on notice to the officer from whom the appeal is taken and cause
shown.
ARTICLE 12. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 11 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance:
Amend Section 10.11 - Zoning Board ofAdjustment - and Amend Section 10.12
- Removal - to reflect the Zoning Board ofAdjustment members are to be elected
rather than appointed as per the Town Meeting vote of March 12, 1991:
Yes NO
Planning Board favors adopting Amendment No. 11 6-0
The full text of Section 10.11 and Section 10.12 as amended will read:
Section 10.11 - The Board shall consist of five members and three alternate
members all ofwhom are residents of Sunapee. The 5 Regular members, shall
be elected by the Town voters except for one who shall be a member of and
appointed by the Planning Board. The Alternate members shall be appointed
bv vote of the Regular ZBA members. The term of the Regular and Alternate
members shall be for 3 years. If a vacancy occurs, the ZBA will appoint a new
member to serve the duration of the term ofthe vacated position. Members of
the Board who are currently appointed will be permitted to serve out their term
of office. When the term expires thev shall be eligible for election to the Board
bv Town vote.
Section 10.12 - After public hearing, elected members and alternate members
may be removed by the Selectmen upon written finding of inefficiency, neglect
ofduty, or malfeasance in office. In such cases the Selectmen shall file with the
Town Clerk a written statement ofreasons for removal under this section, and
provide a copy of the statement to the member or alternate member who has
been removed.
ARTICLE 13. Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofAmendmentNo. 12 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Section 1.20 - Purpose - to read:
The purpose of the Ordinance is to promote the health, safety and general
welfare ofthe community by encouraging the most appropriate use ofland (RSA
674: 16
r17\ thereby protecting our natural resources and preserving the
vitality, atmosphere and varied economic forces of our town. Zoning is a
legislative tool that enables local government to meet more effectively the
demands of an evolving and growing community, thus providing a workable
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framework for the fair and reasonable treatment of individuals?
Yes NO
Planning Board favors adopting Amendment No.12 4-3
ARTICLE 14. Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofAmendment No.13 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Add Section 3.50(j) - Special Exceptions- which will allow the ZBA to approve
structures for handicapped access which otherwise would be non-conforming
with the Zoning Ordinance?
Yes MO
Planning Board favors adopting Amendment No. 13. 6-0
The full text of 3.50(j) as proposed will read:
The ZBA may allow for the placement of ramps, walkways, elevators, or other
access enablers for the handicapped which would otherwise be in non-conform-
ance to the Ordinance provided that, in the judgement of the ZBA, such
placement will 1) fairly utilize the lot, and 2) be consistent with the intent ofthe
Ordinance.
Pursuant to the terms ofRSA 39:2-a, you are also hereby notified to meet at the
David W. Sherburne Gymnasium in said Sunapee on Saturday, the 14th day of
March next, at eight- thirty of the clock in the forenoon (8:30 a.m.) to act upon
Articles 15 thru 55 as set forth in this Warrant.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate One
Hundred Fifty Five Thousand ($155,000) for the purchase and installation of
Water Meters and related equipment for Sunapee water users. Ninty-five
Thousand Dollars ($95,000.00) to be raised from issuance and sale ofbonds and
repaid by the water users and Sixty Thousand Dollars ($60,000.00) to be
withdrawn from Water Dept. funds. (2/3 Ballot Vote Required)
ARTICLE 16. To hear the reports of the Selectmen, Treasurer, Auditors,
Committees and/or other officers heretofore chosen.
ARTICLE 17. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following
sums ofmoney for the General Government, and pass any vote relating thereto.
1991 1992
Town Officers' Salaries $ 70,741.00 73,153.00
Town Officers' Expenses 120,541.00 132,688.00
Election & Registration Expenses 1,800.00 5,400.00
Cemeteries 8,063.00 8,063.00
General Government Buildings 23,246.00 20,055.00
Reappraisal of Property 35,000.00 28,300.00
Planning Board 27,561.00 26,482.00
Zoning Board 4,001.00 4,000.00
Legal Expenses 19,440.00 24,000.00
Information Booth 4,495.00 4,366.00
16-
Lake Sunapee Business Association
Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Council
Contingency Fund
Financial Audit
Update Property Tax Map
Cemetery Dept.-rebuild headstones
$338,230.00 $342,549.00
Approved by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 18. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following








Police Department $232,564.00 $232,540.09
Police Outside Detail 12,025.00* 4,000.00*
Boat Launch 8,742.00* 9,681.12*
Fire Department 65,612.00 67,612.00
Emergency Management 200.00 200.00
$319,143.00 $314,033.21
*These sums will be offset by Revenues.
Approved by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 19. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following
sums of money for Highways, Streets and Bridges, and apply Highway Block
Grant income estimated at $59,641.54 toward General Highway Maintenance
and pass any vote relating thereto.
1991 1992
General Highway Maintenance $470,615.00 466,950.00
Street Lighting 25,000.00 27,705.00
$495,615.00 $494,655.00
Approved by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 20. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following
sums of money for Sanitation and pass any vote relating thereto.
1991 1992
Solid Waste Disposal $273,265.00 $282,975.00
Approved by the Budget Committee
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ARTICLE 21. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following
sums ofmoney for Health, and pass any vote relating thereto.
1991 1992
Health Department $3,800.00 3,750.00
New London Hospital 2,000.00 2,000.00
New London Ambulance 6,740.00 6,740.00
Newport Ambulance 6,365.28 4,977.26
Animal Control 2,000.00 2,000.00
Lake Sunapee Home Health Care 8,742.25 7,754.00
$29,647.53 $27,221.26
Approved by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 22. To see if theTown will vote to raise and appropriate the following
sums ofmoney for welfare, and pass any vote relating thereto.
1991 1992
General Assistance $30,000.00 34,000.00
Approved by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 23. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following
sums ofmoney for Culture and Recreation, and pass any vote relating thereto.
1991 1992
Abbott Library $62,843.00 68,506.00
Recreation Committee 35,800.00 34,800.00
Band Concerts 2,500.00 2,430.00
$101,143.00 $105,736.00
Approved by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 24. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following
sums of money for the routine annual expenses of the Conservation Commis-
sion, and pass any vote relating thereto:
1991 1992
$600.00 $500.00
Approved by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 25. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following
sums of money, Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00), for the Conservation
Commission to cover part ofthe cost ofa Prime Wetlands Survey. One Thousand
Dollars ($1,000.00) to be takenfrom the Conservation Commission SpecialFund
and Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000.00) to be raised by taxation and pass any
vote relating thereto.
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ARTICLE 26. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following
sums ofmoney for Debt Service, and pass any vote relating thereto.
1991 1992
Principal-Long Term Bonds & Notes:
Sewer Bonds $122,996.67 $227,363.34
Water Bonds 19,908.80 10,000.00
Hydro Bonds 87,500.00 87,500.00
Interest-Long Term Bonds & Notes:
Sewer Bonds 106,804.05 132,550.08
Water Bonds 5,859.22 5,000.00
Hydro Bonds 64,703.13 56,921.87
Interest-Tax Anticipation Notes 43,500.00 30,000.00
New London Interceptor 1,200.00 1,200.00
$452,471.87 $550,535.29
Approved by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 27. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following
sums of money for Miscellaneous Appropriations, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
1991 1992
Municipal Water Department $ 92,941.00 92,365.00
Municipal Sewer Department 231,403.00 244,635.00
Hydroelectric Plant 45,418.00 48,571.00
$369,762.00 $385,571.00
Approved by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 28. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Sixty-five Thousand Dollars ($65,000.00) to be added to the Highway Heavy
Equipment Capital Reserve Fund previously established, and pass any vote
relating thereto.
Not Approved by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to expend the sum of Sixty-Five
Thousand Dollars ($65,000.00) to purchase a new six wheel dump truck with
plow, wing and spreader for the Highway department and authorize the
withdrawal of Sixty-Five Thousand Dollars ($65,000.00) from the Highway
Heavy Equipment Capital Reserve Fund created for this purpose and to
designate the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend. (RSA 35:15)
Not Approved by the Budget Committee
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ARTICLE 30. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000.00) to be added to the Fire Department
Capital Reserve Fund previously established, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
Approved by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Fifty Thousand dollars ($50,000) to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund for
closing the landfill previously established, and pass any vote relating thereto.
Not Approved by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 32. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) to have a Study to determine the feasability
of seeking a waiver of avoidance to avoid water filtration.
ARTICLE 33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00) to repair the bridge on Main Street in
Sunapee Harbor.
Not Approved by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 34. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00) to purchase spare parts for the Hydroelec-
tric Plant and authorize the withdrawal of this ammount from the hydro fund.
Approved by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 35. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Thirty Three Hundred Dollars ($3,300.00) to be added to the Expendable Trust
Fund established in 1989 under the provisions ofRSA 31:19a for the general
maintenance and care of burial lots of the Cemeteries and authorize the
withdrawal from the December 31, 1991 fund balance for this purpose, and to
designate the Cemetery Commissioners as Agents to expend Four Thousand
Dollars ($4,000.00) from this fund.
ARTICLE 36. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Two Hundred Dollars ($200.00) for the expenses ofa Memorial Day Parade and
Services and pass any vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 37. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Six Thousand Dollars ($6,000.00) to refurbish and upgrade the Town ofSunapee
Street Lighting as proposed by the Street Light Committee.
Approved by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 38. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Thirteen Thousand Seven Hundred Sixty Three Dollars ($13,763) to upgrade
the Town Hall Basement as recommended by the State Fire Marshal.
Approved by the Budget Committee
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ARTICLE 39. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Eight Thousand Two Hundred Fifty Nine Dollars ($8,259) to purchase and
install all equipment and software for upgrading existing computers, network-
ing and a Backup System for the Town Hall computers.
Approved by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 40. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Six Thousand Eight Hundred Fifty Dollars ($6,850) to purchase a new Photo-
copier for the Town Hall.
Approved by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 41. To see ifthe Town will vote to expend Fifteen Thousand Dollars
($15,000.00) from the Capital Reserve Fund for closing the landfill to do a
topographic survey, a boundary survey and installation of monitoring wells.
Approved by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 42. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Eleven Thousand Seven Hundred Dollars ($11,700.00) to hire a fourth full time
officer starting in May of 1992, thereby returning the size ofthe department to
it's previously authorized level, the balance of costs for said full time officer to
be funded from reductions in other line item expenditures within the previously
approved police budget.
ARTICLE 43. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Thirty
Thousand Dollars ($30,000) for repainting the inside of the water tank and to
authorize withdrawal of this amount from the Water Department Funds.
ARTICLE 44. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Twenty
Thousand Dollars ($20,000.00) for site preparation for the Water Treatment
Plant site in Georges Mills, and to authorize withdrawal ofthis amountfrom the
Water Department Funds. £| / Y £ S / 3 Q. NJO
ARTICLE 45. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of Eight
Thousand Dollars ($8,000.00) for the cleaning ofthe water main on Lake Ave in
Sunapee and to authorize the withdrawal of this amount from the Water
Department Funds.
ARTICLE 46. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Sixty
Thousand Dollars ($60,000.00) for the purchase ofland for the Sunapee Water
Treatment Plant. ^g y^ ^^ ^
ARTICLE 47. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Fifty Five
Thousand Dollars ($55,000.00) for the design of Garnet Hill Road Sewer.
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ARTICLE 48. To see if the voters will amend the Recreation Area Ordinance
by removing Section 11 and to reduce the police budget by Nine Thousand Six
Hundred Eighty One Dollars and Twelve cents ($9,681. 12) by removing the line
item for boat launching thereby eliminating the boat launch user fee system and
the assignment of police officers to the boat launch during summer months.
ARTICLE 49. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Treasurer to
withdrawn sufficient funds (approximately $38,000.00 Dollars) from the Hydro
Fund to payoff the 1987 Hydroelectric System Note maturing in 1995.
ARTICLE 50. To see ifthe Town will authorize the Selectmen to borrow money
in anticipation oftaxes for the year 1992- 93, and pass any vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 51. To see if the Town will vote to allow the Tax Collector to collect
taxes in advance.
ARTICLE 52. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply for,
receive and expend federal or state grants, which may become available during
the course of the year, and also to accept and expend money from any other
governmental unit or private source to be used for purposes for which the Town
may legally appropriate money, provided: (1) that such grants and other monies
do not require the expenditure of other funds; (2) that a Public Hearing shall be
held by the Selectmen prior to the receipt and expenditure of such grants and
monies; and (3) that such items shall be exempt from all provisions of RSA 32
relative to limitation and expenditure of Town monies, all as provided by RSA
31:95-b.
ARTICLE 53. To see if the Town will vote, pursuant to RSA 41:47, to rescind
the action taken at a previous Town Meeting providing for the election of the
chief of police, thereby authorizing the Selectmen to appoint a Chief of Police
effective at the end of Town Meeting March 1993.
ARTICLE 54. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to accept gifts of personal property, other than cash to the town for any public
purposes. This authorization in accordance with RSA 31:95-e shall remain in
effect until rescinded by a vote of the municipal meeting.
ARTICLE 55. To see ifthe Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to transfer property acquired by the Town ofSunapee as a result ofthe execution
of the real estate tax lien by the tax collector for nonpayment of taxes per RSA
80:80. To convey such property by deed, either a public auction shall be held, or
the property may be sold by advertised sealed bids or as justice may require. The
Selectmen shall have the power to establish a minimum amount for which the
property is to be sold and the terms and conditions of the sale.
22-
Given under our hands and seal this Twentyfourth day ofFebruary, in the year




Selectmen of Sunapee, N.H.




Selectmen of Sunapee, N.H.
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BUDGET COMMITTEE REPORT
During the preparation of the 1992 Budget the Committee followed, to the
extent possible, the directives of the Selectmen that the total departmental
budget requests be in an amount that would be as nearly "level funded" with
199rs budget. Departmental requests for operations in 1992 reflect an increase
of about 5%, over 1991, or about $128,000. This compares to a 1% reduction in
1991 versus 1990. The major item for the increase is the cost to the Town of
servicing our debt obligations. In 1992 this item will increase from about
$300,000 in 1991 to about $406,000, or about $106,000. Netting out this increase,
most ofwhich will be paid for by those who have recently hooked up to the new
Sewer lines, the 1992 operating budgets have increased about .88% over 1991.
Estimated income available to the Town from all sources excluding taxes and
surplus is expected to be up $24,000 over the estimate for 1991.
It is projected that 1992's Special Articles, net of offsets will be down about
$42,000 from 1991.
The effect on the amount to be raised from Taxes in 1992 is as follows:
$$
Department Costs + 128,000
Net Special Articles - 42,000
Other Income (up) - 24,000
Net difference 1992 vs 1991 from Taxes (up 1.27 mils) - 62,000
The Budget Committee does not plan any warrants for 1992. It will, however,
speak atTown Meeting about certain Articles that will be presented. We believe
that most residents and taxpayers ofSunapee feel that the economy is no better
than it was in 1991; in fact, it is probably worse for most people. Thus we must
continue to be cautious on our spending and continue to keep our belts tight.
While the County tax picture looks more favorable for us in 1992, we may very








Total Town Appropriations $ 2,910,976.00
Total Revenues and Credits -1,629,967.00
Net Town Appropriations = 1,281,009.00
Net School Tax Assessment 2,950,101.00
County Tax Assessment 1,294,595.00
Total Town, School and County = 5,525,705.00
DEDUCT Total Business Profits Tax
Reimbursement -42,857.00
ADD War Service Credits 26,500.00
ADD Overlay 197,029.00
Property Taxes To Be Raised $ 5,706,377.00
LESS War Service Tax Credits 26,500.00
Total Tax Commitment = $5,679,877.00
TAX RATE
Town - $3.03 - County $2.63 - School $5.96
$11.62 per $1,000 Assessed Valuation
SUMMARY OF INVENTORY - 1991








Total Taxable Land = 262,927,122






Total Taxable Buildings = 224,844,000
Public Utilities 4,557,300
Valuation Before Exemptions = 492,328,422
Blind Exemptions 45,000
Elderly Exemptions 1.047.100
Total Amount of Exemptions = -1.092.100
Net Valuation On Which the Tax Rate is Computed $491,236,322
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FINANCIAL REPORT FOR THE FISCAL
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1991
BALANCE SHEET
Assets As of December 31, 1991
Cash on Hand:






All funds in Custody of Treasurer 1,683,865.70
Tax Collector/Town Clerk - daily operations cash 100.00
ZBA - Secretary, petty cash fund 100.00










APC Paper Co 147.13
Taxes Un redeemed:
Levy of 1990 328,649.76
Levy of 1989 129,175.95
Levy of 1988 5,962.33
Uncollected taxes:
Levy of 1991 747,350.54
Sewer 24,340.50
Water 29,921.32
Total Accounts Receivable 1,275,4S9.2Q




As of December 31, 1991
Accounts owed by Town:
Overpayment of Taxes 10,358.34
Unexpended Balances of Special Appropriations:
Town Office Expenses 850.00
Cemetery - rebuild headstones 2,000.00
Georges Mills Dock Repair 3,337.30
Police Cruiser - 1991 102.00
Transfer-Station Storage Bid 7,650.00
Abbott Library - new furnace 308.50
Water Treatment Study & Design 115,144.55
Cemetery Expendable Trust 3,451.28
Dare - drug prevention program 2,380.72
Restore Town Records 900.00
Replace Fire Hydrants 17,579.67
Imp. Wastewater Treatment Plant 6,204.98
Uncollected Sewer Rents: 24,240.50
Uncollected Water Rents: 29,921.32
Due to other funds:
Band Stand Fund 1,343.86
Friends of Town Hall 587.04
Bartlett Tyler Fund 29,735.61
Georges Mills Retainage 1,492.99
Sunapee Center Associates 332.69
Conservation Commission 2,111.59
Dewey Woods 2,915.43




School District Taxes Payable 1,465,860.00
Total Liabilities = 2,625,262.81
Fund Balance - Current Surplus 334,292.09
(Excess of assets over liabilities)
GRAND TOTAL = 2,959,554.90
Fund Balance - December 31, 1990 262,214.05
Fund Balance - December 31, 1991 334,292.09
Change in financial condition +72,078.04
-27-
ABBOTT LIBRARY







Fine account transfer 2,000.00
Friends donation 2,500.00
Copier receipts 1,312.20




































BALANCE ON HAND 1/1/91
Tax Collector/Town Clerk
Selectmen
Interest - General Fund
Misc - General Fund
Friends of Town Hall
Bartlett Tyler Fund

























Balance Sewer Bond Proceeds
TOTALS:














LSSB Friends of Town Hall
SRSB Bartlett Tyler Fund
SRSB Georges Mills Retainage Acct
LSSB Sunapee Center Associates
IstNH Bandstand Acct
LSSB Conservation Commission Acct
SRSB Dewey Woods Acct
SRSB Harbour Ridge Prop. Acct
IstNH Hydro Checking Acct
SRSB Hydro 7 day CD
LSSB Water Dept CD
LSSB Water Dept Checking Acct
Water Dept Petty Cash
IstNH Water Dept Capital Improvement
LSSB Water Dept Water Treatment
LSSB Sewer Dept Checking Acct
Sewer Dept Petty Cash
IstNH Sewer Dept Capital Improvement
SRSB Sewer Dept Construction Acct
LSSB Sewer Dept Escrow Acct
LSSB Sewer Dept Escrow Acct
LSSB Sewer Dept Escrow Acct
SRSB Sewer Dept CD
SRSB Sewer Dept CD
SRSB Sewer Dept CD
LSSB Sewer Dept CD
SRSB Sewer Dept CD
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REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK-TAX COLLECTOR
Town Clerk Monies:
Remittance made to Treasurer during 1981:
Auto Registrations 222,399.00
Dog Licenses 901.00
Town Clerk Fees 16,604.49
Total Remittances 239,904.49
Lew of 1991
Taxes Committed to Collector, During 1991:
Property Tax 5,681,657.94
Yield Tax 6,012.28
Change in Use Tax 4,025.00
Interest Collected on Property Tax 4,530.93
Overpayments Collected on Property Taxes 10,358.34
TOTAL DEBITS: 5,706,584.49
Remittances made to Treasurer during 1991:
Property Tax 4,937,216.61
Yield Tax 3,815.45
Change in Use Tax 3,600.00
Interest Collected on Property Tax 4,530.93
Overpayments Collected on Property Tax 10,358.34
Total Remittances 4,959,52 1.33
Abatements made in 1991
Property Tax 1,970.62
Total Abatements 1,970.62
Uncollected Taxes, as of 12/31/91
Property Taxes 742,470.71
Yield Tax 2,196.83








Change in Use Tax 7,195.00
Yield Tax 177.94
Committed to Collector during 1991:











Change in Use Tax 7,195.00



























Uncollected Taxes as of 1/1/91
Water Rents 54.00
TOTAL DEBIT 54.00




Uncollected Taxes as of 1/1/91
Sewer Rents 72.00
TOTAL DEBITS 72.00




SUMMARY OF TAX LIENS ACCOUNTS
Balance ofUnredeemed Taxes
as of 1/1/91
Taxes sold to Town - 1991











Remittances made to Treasurer During 1991:
Redemptions 69,881.31 158,434.64 65,125.80
Interest & Costs 4,075.24 23,742.48 24,320.18
Abatements 807.00 3,340.44
Uncollected Taxes 12/31/91 314.564.30 129.175.95 5.962.33
389,327.85 314,693.51 95,408.31
I hereby certify that the above returns to be correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
Toni J. Bressette
Town Clerk - Tax Collector























Attached is the subject report to the town showing the status offunds managed
by the Trustees.
The Trustees received the following funds for cemetery care in 1991: Russell
Jones $100.00






As ofDecember 31, 1991
Town Hall. Lands and Buildings 258,200
(this includes Coffin Park)
Furniture& Equipment 40,000 298,200
Libraries. Lands and Buildings 214,600
Furniture& Equipment 241,500 456,100
Police Dent.. Lands and Buildings 114,800
Furniture& Equipment 20,000 134,800
Fire DeDt.. Lands and Buildings 196,650
Furniture& Equipment 275,000 471,650
Highway Dent.. Lands and Buildings 127,950
Equipment 275,000
Materials and Supplies 40,000 442,950
Parks. Commons and Playgrounds:




Georges Mills Dock & Beach 488,200
DeweyBeach 521,300
Town Docks - Sunapee Harbor 627,000
Ben Mere Park 349,000
R.O.W.Burkehaven 21,900
R.G.W.JobsCreek Road 45,000
R.O.W. Jobs Creek Road 46,300 3,222,800
Water SuddIv Facilities:





Sewer Plant and Facilities:
TreatmentPlantLand& Equipment 3,605,575
Land & Pump Stations (11) 1,088,420
Equipment 7,100 4,701,095
Schools. Lands & Buildings:
Jr.-Sr. High School 2,696,500
Elementary Playground 66,600
Land off Lower Main St. 8,700
Elementary School, House & Gym 2,247,400
Furnishings& Equipment 1,077,410 6,096,510
Land and Buildings acquired through Tax Collector's Deeds:
Land off Sargent Road 11,200
Land off Sargent Road 36,500 47,700
All Other Pronertv and Eauinment:




Transfer Recycling Facility 110,500
Equipment 139,600
Land onRoute 11 36,100
Hydroelectric Plant 1,534,400
Spaulding Property - Otter Pond 11,100
Information Booth 53,600
Birch Point - Center 86,200





PLODZIK & SANDERSON PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements and
the combining and individual fund financial statements ofthe Town ofSunapee
as ofand for the year ended December 31, 1990, as listed in the table ofcontents.
These financial statements are the responsibility of theTown's management.
Our reponsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statement based on
our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing stan-
dards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the fianancial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis ,evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by the management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to
above do not include the General Fixed Asset Account Group, which should be
included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount
that should be recorded in the general Fixed AssetAccount Group is not known.
In our opinion, except the omission of the General Fixed Asset Account Group
results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above paragraph, the
general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position ofthe Town ofSunapee as ofDecember
31, 1990, and the results ofits operations (and cashflows ofnonexpendable trust
funds) for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles. Also, in our opinion, the combining and individual fund financial
statements referred to above presentfairly, in all material repects, the fianancial
position ofeach ofthe individual funds ofthe Town as ofDecember 31, 1990, and
the results ofoperations ofsuch funds for the year then ended in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.
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ABBOTT LIBRARYREPORT
FOR YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31,1991
STATISTICS FOR THIS YEAR: 1991 (1990)
Patrons in the Library 19,030 (17,939)
Circulation 33,956 (29,602)
Photocopying 23,314 (22,119)
Reference Questions 2,883 (2,539)
New Registrations 311 (328)
InterLibrary Loans 258 (261)
Holdings of the Library:
Books - Adult Non-Fiction 6,546 (6,262)
Adult Fiction 7,106 (6,089)
Children's 5,545 (5,140)
Non Print 1,153 (1,237)
Magazines 39 (43)
Newspapers 6 (4)
Total Collection: 20,350 (19,411)
Items Discarded 943
Cost ofAdded Material 18,396 18,984
The friends raised approximately $7,000 this year from their annual fund
raising letter, spring plant sale, and pancake breakfast. They now have a
program coordinator to provide informational, educational, and entertaining
programs for all age groups. The hope is to be able to have 8 to 10 programs a
year. This year the programs were: Teddy Bear Picnic (Magic Show),
Storytelling and Singing, Free Speech in a Free Society. The friends have
established an account in the among of$5,000 for the future ofAbbott Library.
The Library has received $2,500 from the friends to help supplement our book
budget and to fund the children's summer reading program. This program was
an overwhelming success. We had 60 children signed up with between 25 and
45 attending our Monday night programs.
The friends also provided and planted the flowers in the parking lot island.
Volunteers donate approximately 500 hours during the year to help with
various tasks at the library. We give a very special thank you to those involved
with this volunteer work.
The Library and Friends Group have received donations in memory of Ruth
Johnson, Marguerite Garland, Dr. Douglas Suitor, and Lillian Sheehan.
Our thanks to the Friends ofAbbott Library and the Board ofTrustees for their














REPORT OF THE SUNAPEE HEALTH OFFICER
Count Hours
Test Hole & Percolation Test Subdivisions




Foster or Day Care Examinations
Rental Housing Examinations
Incomplete Septic System
Failed or Leaking Septic Systems
Dog Bite Occurrences
Incorrectly installed pump system
John W. Wiggins, Health Officer
SUNAPEE STICKER PROGRAM
BEACH-TRANSFER STATION-BOAT LAUNCH
A Sticker is necessary to gain access to the Transfer Recycling Station, Dewey
Beach, George's Mills Beach, and for free use of the boat launching area at
Sunapee Harbor or George's Mills. These stickers are available at the Town
Office at no cost and will change yearly. All Sunapee Taxpayers are entitled to
one sticker for each vehicle when the registration is presented. All Sunapee
residents are entitled to a sticker when a rent receipt or lease agreement along
with vehicle registration is presented. It is requested that the sticker be
attached to the drivers' side ofthe front bumper. Each sticker is numbered and
assigned to a specific vehicle. The sticker must be with the vehicle. Different
color, dated stickers are available for short term renters and out of town
contractors. Springfield, which has use ofthe transfer station only, has a sticker
of the same design but a different color.
The Town of Sunapee adopted an Ordinance at our Annual Meeting on March
12, 1985 (amended March 1989 and 1990) covering our Transfer/Recycling
Facility. Copies are available at the Town Office.
Transfer/Recycling Station - Hours open:
Monday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday
8:00 a.m. - 12 noon 12:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Closed Tuesday and Wednesday
Sunday 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
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SUNAPEE POLICE DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1991
1991 has been a year ofchange for the Sunapee Police Department. After two years
with no turnover, Sergeant Jim Murphy, who had worked for Sunapee for five years,
and Patrolman Andy Lubrano, who had worked for Sunapee for three years, both left
within three months. Each went to positions with greater responsibility in larger
department working in higher paying positions. It reflects well on Sunapee that our
officers are being chosen for these highly competitive positions, however, the effect of
losing 50% ofour full-time work force was significant. Part-time officers were used to
fill the vacant positions as much as possible. Tim Wright, a former Sunapee
Patrolman, returned to Sunapee starting in late June. Demands for servicewere high
during the summer, and the types ofcalls demanded unusually high numbers ofhours.
As a result, a disproportionate number ofpart-time hours were used to meet demands
during the summer. In the Fall, it was necessary to reduce staffing by not filling the
fourth officer position to keep the budget in balance. The police department ended the
yearwithout overspendingthe budget, but also still operating with onlythree full-time
officers. The taxpayers received value for their tax dollars in that a greater quantity
of man-hours were worked during 1991 than were budgeted. This use of a greater
quantity ofless expensive part-time hours, however, resulted in less quality ofservice
as the part-time officers have less training and experience. These part-time officers
are an important asset for the department and shouldcontinue to be used in the future,
however, I strongly recommend a return to four full-time officers.
During 1991, citizen demands for service and criminal activity were up; while officer
initiated activity motor vehicle summons and warnings were down. Your police
department provided law enforcement services for a total of5032 incidents, including
860 motor vehicle warnings. During 91, there was a marked increase in interpersonal
violence, domestic disturbances and alcohol abuse related incidents. I believe this is
attributable, in part, to the stress ofthe economic times and, in part, to the changing
character of some areas ofour community. I believe the decrease in officer initiated
activity - motor vehicle summons and warnings - reflects both an increase in the
numberofhours duringeach shift thatthe officers arebusyon calls/investigations and
the lower levels of training held by the part-time officers who worked so many ofthe
91 hours.
1992 Town Meeting will be an important time ofchoice for Sunapee's voters. As I am
leaving the state to complete my college degree, I will not be running for re-election.
Iurge voters to question each candidate and to carefullyinvestigate theirbackground,
education, training and their record of performance in similar positions.
Voters face three police related special articles:
1. Funding an increase in the police budget to continue having a four full-time officer
department. In 91, the fourth officer was funded for only 42 weeks. The line item
budget for the police department represents level funding ofthe operatingbudget.
Due to steadyincreases in fixed costs, this amountwill notfund the fourth officer's
position for a full year. The department could hire an officer during the year by
drastically reducing use of part-time officers. However, this is somewhat of a
commitment for abudgetincrease in 1993 to fund that position for a full year. The
special article breaks this issue out for direct attentionby the voters and proposes
added funding forthe police departmentwhich would allow continuedreducedbut
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reasonable part-time hours and filling the fourth officer position in May. I
recommend funding the fourth officer and hope the use of a special article helps
the voters by separating this issue.
2. A special article will propose eliminating the program of having an officer at both
boat launches duringsummerweekends. In 1991, expenses for this program were
under the amount approved at town meeting but income, expected to match
expenses, fell short by almost two thousand dollars. I attribute the short fall to
the economy and a number ofrainy weekends, both ofwhich reduced the volume
ofboats launching. I believe having an officer at the launches improves safety and
the community's image. This article will ask the voters if these benefits justify
expending tax dollars. The article will call for amending the recreation area
ordinance to remove the sections authorizing the program. Ifapproved, the article
will reduce the overall police budgetby the amount authorized for the boatlaunch
line item.
3. A special article will propose changing the method of selecting a police chieffrom
the present system of electing to having the police chief appointed by the
Selectmen. Current law gives the Selectmen equal power to discharge the police
chief, regardless of the position being elected or appointed. When Sunapee's
Selectmen appoint a Patrolman, that person has to take a series oftests, undergo
physical and psychological testing, and a thorough confidential background
investigation is also conducted. Sunapee is in the process ofselecting a new chief,
a position with much greater responsibility than patrolman. To run for office one
needs only to be a legally registered voter. Voters don't have access to waivers to
conduct background investigations and candidates generally don't submit to
formal testing. I strongly believe the appointed process in Sunapee's best interest
as the police chief should be a professional, selected by elected officials who have
the right to conduct a proper and complete investigation of each candidate. If
approved, this change would take effect in March of 1993, at which time the
individual elected chief in 1992 would become the first appointed chief.
Having served Sunapee since 1983, as ChiefofPolice since 1985, 1 complete this report
with sadness ofparting, but with a great deal ofappreciation for the support and trust
given me by the inhabitants of Sunapee. I have worked hard during my years here
and feel proud ofthe growth in professionalism, training, and quality ofservice which
I have strived to lead. I am certain Sunapee's new chiefwill be able to bring further
improvements to the department and I hope the voters choose a candidate who will
also continue some ofthe improvements I initiated. I can not end without expressing
my thanks to the men and women with whom I have had the pleasure to work with
during these years, formy success is based substantially on their efforts. Thank you:
John Taylor, Duane Abbott, Andy Lubrano, Peter Newbern, Tim Wright, Rick
Hansen, Bernie Tarara, Bob Howard, Gary Johnson, Jeff Reed, Chris Currier, Ed
Kinzer, Kim Edgecomb, Rod Chandler, Richard Brown, Aaron Warkentien. And an
extra special thanks to Jim Murphy, Ann Pillsbury and Kenneth "Biff' Ranney, who
so many times went above and beyond the call of duty. I also wish to thank Jo Hill,
Tony Bergeron and all the other department heads, town employees and all the
selectmen withwhom I have worked; your dedication and commitment to Sunapee is
part ofwhat has made it a special place to live and work. Most importantly, I wish to
thank the voters and inhabitants of Sunapee for your trust and support.
Respectfully submitted,
Orville B. Fitch, II
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FOREST FIRE WARDENS REPORT
1991 was a very dry and busy year for the New Hampshire Forest Fire Service
as well as local fire departments due to our increase in the number offires. Our
three major causes of fires in 1991 were non-permit, children and smoking
materials. 450 wildland fires in New Hampshire burned approximately 150
acres for an average fire size of one-third acre.
Primarily, the local fire department is responsible for extinguishing these fires.
Keeping the average fire size this small is a tribute to early detection by citizens,
our fire tower lookout system and the quick response of our trained local fire
departments. In every municipality, there is a Forest Fire Warden and several
Deputy Wardens that are responsible for directing suppression action on
wildland fires, workingwith other fire departmentmembers under the direction
ofthe N. H. Forest Fire Service to make sure that all fire department members
are properly trained and equipped for suppressing wildland fires. Forest Fire
Wardens and DeputyWardens receive specialized training each year, presented
by the N.H. Forest Fire Service, to keep their skill level and knowledge offorest
fire laws up to date.
The local Warden and selected Deputy Wardens are also responsible for issuing
burning permits for any open burning that is to be done in their community. In
New Hampshire, any open burning, except when the ground is completely
covered with snow, requires a written fire permit prior to lighting the fire.
Before doing any open burning, it is recommended that you contact your local
fire department to see if a permit is required and to save your community the
cost ofsending fire equipment on a false alarm. Any person violating the permit
law (RSA 224:27) shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Please help your local Warden and fire department by requesting a fire permit
before kindling a fire, be understanding ifthey tell you it is not a safe day to burn





The year 1991 was a busy year for the Sunapee FireDepartment. A total oftwo
hundred nine (209) responses were made between fire calls and F.AS.T. Squad
calls (medical). The breakdown was one hundred five (105) fire responses and
one hundred four (104) FA.S.T. Squad responses.
Training continued to be a very high priority again this year. We are striving
to provide the best protection we possibly can, and at the same time maintain
a high level of safety for all.
Once again, we thank you for your continued support. We urge you to use your
street numbers and to be sure your smoke detectors are functioning properly.
Respectfully Submitted,
Skip Nolin, Chief
Dan Ruggles, Deputy Chief
Mark Scott, Deputy Chief
Howard Sargent, Deputy Chief
SUNAPEE INFORMATION BOOTH
The Sunapee Information Booth opened for the 199 1 season Memorial weekend,
then opened only weekends during June. The last week ofJune we opened up
full time through Labor Day weekend, then again just weekends through Sept
until Columbus Day in October.
Having had our hours cut, we had to cut our hours one hour per day, in order
to save some hours for the fall weekends. This, we feel, caused us to lose late
arrivals coming in between 4:30 P.M. and 5 :00 P.M. In 1992, we will try to adjust
our hours to accommodate them since if the booth is closed, visitors to our state
go right thru. We had 2995 cars and 8145 people stop at the booth this year.
That is 362 cars less and 693 people more than last year. We had 242 calls.
Due to the economy, we noticed a great deal more N.H. cars and far less cars from
the western and midwest states.
This of course kept money within our state, but we did not have the out of state
people for our Bed and Breakfastand Motel business.
We appreciate the cooperation of the business people and certainly will do our
utmost to keep people here, although it gets harder every year. People with
children would like to see something more for children. A play ground at the
park is often mentioned.
Mrs. Collins and myself wish to extend our thanks on behalf of the Sunapee
re sidents to Warners Nursery for the lovelyflowerboxes they donate every year.
They are greatly admired by our visitors to Sunapee .
Respectfully submitted,
Terry Hamilton and Dorothy Collins
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REPORT OF THE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
The winter of 1990-91 was rather unremarkable .Snowstorms were not very
heavy and there were not too many of them. The outstanding thing that
happened was the mild temperatures overall and the short-lived intense thaws.
These thaws were particularly severe around Christmas and New Years when
most gravel roads dissolved and these roads become rutted messes when they
refreeze. Reshaping these roads with sand was the cheapest and most effective
solution.
The relatively mild winter did have some positive aspects. Without as much
time dedicated to snow removal operations, we were able to expand upon our
right-of-way brush clearing. Removal ofbrush and overhanging trees from the
sides of the roads allows for the cheapest and most effective snow removal
method - the sun -. While all area oftown received some work, the most extensive
area worked on was along North Road.
After sweeping winter sand during the spring and after grading all the gravel
roads, we worked on hot top shimming. This program was drastically reduced
because ofthe reduced budget. Stoney Brook Road and Ryder CornerRoad were
the only two roads thatwere done completely. Some minor amounts ofshimming
were done on Avery Lane, Job's Creek Road, Winn Hill Road and Main Street.
No follow-up sand seal or chip seal was applied.
This year we worked on several of the bridges. On the Cooper Street Bridge in
George's Mills, we removed the old railings and replaced them with beam
guardrail and also replaced the timber guardrails with beam guardrail. These
beam guardrails require no annual maintenance, are moresturdy, offer more
safety and are more efficient with snow removal operations. At the Job's Creek
Bridge, near the Fire Station in George's Mills, we removed the telephone pole
guardrail, extended the bridge with large concrete blocks and shimmed the
pavement approaches. Now, no guard rails are needed and the bridge is safer
and cheaper to maintain.
We also worked on the Job's Creek Road Bridge crossing Baird's Brook near
Garnet Hill Road. At this bridge, we removed the concrete headwalls and
extended the large culvert on both ends, thus eliminating the need for the
guardrail. The end result is a safer road that is easier to maintain. On Avery
Road, we replaced both decks on the two timber bridges that cross Sargent
Brook.
At the Mill Court bridge crossing the Sugar River (behind Alexander's Mill). We
replaced the rip rap (stone) around the abutments and the pier and replaced the
wood deck on the existing steel stringers. Further down stream where Winn Hill
Road crosses the Sugar River, we removed the old railings ( which were almost
ready to fall off) and replaced them with beam guardrail. Duringthe summer,
we also continued building the closed drainage system on North Road at the
Hastings Hill area. This is the second year of a four year program to reduce
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uncontrolled runoff and eliminate expensive annual costs of driveway culvert
maintenance.
Late in August, we undertook a different and drastic approach to rehabilitating
a severely out-of-shape tar road. On about half of Harding Hill Road (aka
Cemetery Road), we used the new grader to scarify (breakup) the surface, added
some crushed gravel, and regraded and reshaped the road. We will allow the
road to settle over the winter and next summer we intend to penetrate this road
with liquid asphalt and then place a chip seal upon it. On low volume tar roads
that are badly out of shape, this should prove to be a cost efficient and effective
repair.
In September, we did two more bridge projects. On Lower Main St, where it
crosses the Sugar River, we removed the old railings. Before we replaced them
with beam guardrail, we had to replace the outside I-Beams that support both
the curb and the guardrail. On Bradford Road east of Nutting Road, total
replacement was needed. First we removed the concrete headwalls, then the
rotted multi-plate pipe arch and replaced it with a new longer pipe arch. Using
the longer pipe arch eliminated the need for guardrail and provided a safer
travel way.
In the fall, after hauling winter sand, we started the annual race with Mother
Nature to clean the ditches of leaves before the onset of winter. Though we




REPORT OF THE RECREATION COMMITTEE
The skating hut was heated thanks to the donations of wood from Fred Gallup
and Paul Webb of Harding Hill Farm. Attendants for the hut were Mike
Sullivan and Crystal Lamare. The skating rink was used by the school during
their Winter Activities Program, by old and young alike. Due to unfavorable
weather it was not functional after January.
The Basketball Program for grades 3-6 runs from November through March. In
1991 the program consisted mainly of practices and drills due to games being
cancelled. Coaches were Laurie St. Pierre, David Atwood, Howard Sargent,
Marshall Barrett, and Edward Wiggins. Two teams participated in the Enfield-
Mascoma Lions Jr. High Basketball Tournament. In November of 1991 a new
league, (Quad Valley League) was formed with 33 teams. Teams in the league
are Hopkinton, Kearsarge, Andover and Sunapee. This will give our youngsters
an opportunity to compete on a regular basis and develop new skills. There will
be 9 teams in the 1992 Hanover Parks Rec. tournament, and 3 teams to go to the
Enfield-MascomaTournament. More on that in 1992.
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Drop in basketball continues on Sunday nights at the Jr.-Sr.High School Gym
during the school year. There is also a summer basketball program for grades
9-12. The boys, coached by Ed Wiggins, had twelve games and practiced two
nights a week. The girls, coached by Seth Cummings, also practiced two nights
a week and participated in games. This program keeps the youth involved in
play to further enhance their skills.
Drop in Adult Co-ed Volleyball occurs on Tuesday nights at the Jr-Sr. HighGym
from 7:00 P.M. to 9:00 P.M. This program runs through-out the school year.
Summer volleyball for girls grade 8 through adult takes place on the soccer field.
Thanks to Dave Barry for keeping this program going on a two nights a week
basis.
The enthusiasm toward soccerhas grown over the pastfew years as represented
by the numbers involved in the 5 programs that are run for and by the local
soccer enthusiasts. Indoor Soccer on Thursday nights averaged ten people,
although quite often the make up was different. It has been changed to
Wednesday nights this winter and spring. Two youth programs had continued
success. The under 14 team had 24 youngsters competing, for the 4th year, in
the Claremont Junior Soccer League. We still haven't gotten a "W" but 4-3 and
3-2 last summer are encouraging and representative of the enthusiasm and
improvement taking place.
The Fall Saturday morning instructional program involved 93 children from 6
to 12 years old. A big THANK YOU to the 21 volunteers who lent a hand, or
should we say foot!.? Two new programs began in the summer of 1991 for two
different age groups. The age 15 and up "Pizza Men" competed in the NH Men's
Summer Soccer League on Sundays. Twenty four men competed, thanks to
Myles Cooney and Jon Reed for their time and organizing efforts. The other
program is the Summer Pee Wee League for ages 8-11 which stayed here in town
and played on Friday nights and Saturday mornings from mid July throughmid
August. This program involves 28 players and numerous volunteers. Thanks to
Brian Snider and Ed Terry for their organization. The drop-in soccer on
Mondays and Wednesdays enjoyed limited success this past summer as num-
bers were down—hopefully they'll pick up this June as we will try again. Thank
you to all of you who helped out. There are so many it's hard to recognize you
individually but you are all appreciated very much.
Baseball and Softball programs for Sunapee youths from age 5-15 starts in
March. Sixteen teams were involved from T-ball on up to Babe Ruth. We had
three T-Ball teams coached by Maurice Holcomb, Jay Harvey, and Steve Ellis,
The four Farm League teams, the Sharks, Raiders, Bears and Pirates were
coached respectively by Ron Garceau, Scott McKenny, Rob Dearden and John
Hudson. New this year we added a Minor League division for youths to prepare
for Little League. Two new teams were formed. The Athletics, coached by
George Grant and the Marinars, coached by Ted Russell. The two Little League
teams were the Astros, coached by Nick Memole and the Orioles, coached by Ed
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Wiggins. The Orioles went undefeated during the regular season and won the
League Championship. All-Stars from both the Astros and the Orioles then
went onto Wolfeboro, where they were the defending champs from 1990 and
proceeded to sweep the tournament going undefeated 4-0 to remain the
Champions. Later that team went to Meredith where they went undefeated
again, against 15 other teams from different parts ofNew Hampshire. This was
the first time a team from Kearsarge Valley Little League has ever won this
tournament. We had two Babe Ruth teams in 1991. The 13 year olds, coached
by Rich Carr, Steve Harrington and Bruce Hurd. The 14-15 year olds team was
coached by Bruce Gardner. The 13 year old babe Ruth team finished 2nd in their
league with 5 of the team members continuing on to All-Stars. The 14-15 year
old Babe Ruth team won their division and then went on to beat Hanover in the
play-offs. They then proceeded to win two games against Newport to become the
Champions. Six All-Stars and two alternates from our team went on to play in
the District 3 Tournament in Laconia.
Girl's Softball had three teams. A 3rd-4th grade team, coached by Joe Perrotto,
a 5th grade team, coached by Jay Harvey and Sheila Hodgdon and a 6th Grade
team, coached by Paul Smith. The 3rd-4th grade girls played in the Lebanon
Tournament and took 2nd place. The 6th grade girls also went to the Lebanon
Tournament, beating Newport before losing in the finals.
The 1991 season at Dewey Beach was a successful year. All ofour staffreturned
from last year with a few new members. Joanne Skarin was manager with
Christine Lamare assisting her. This year we had over 200 people sign up for
swimming lessons including the new beginning class for adults, Due to the
economy this year we had a larger group with us this summer at Dewey Beach.
Many thanks to the volunteers who came to help us with putting the anchors,
rafts, swim lines, and ropes in the water for opening day. The boat, donated by
Frank Morse, was brought over. This boat is used by the life guards for patrol
and swimming lessons. Our "Beach Bash" was a success with over 80 kids
participating in games and contests. The band "Road Kill", a young group from
Sunapee High School, played some tunes and everyone seemed to have a great
time. Activities at the beach include "Story Time", read by Maryanne Cadogan,
" CraftTime", by Linda Frederick, volleyball, whiffle ball and building sand
castles. We wish to thank Linda and all others who donated materials and time
for these activities and Dave Barry for bringing us a volleyball net.
The new roofhas been completed on the beach house. Needed still are two new
toilets, playground equipment, and sand and gravel need to be brought in at
Dewey Beach. Problems still arise with parking and misuse of stickers. The
picnic tables are in need of replacement and the two rafts also need attention.
The large raft was divided into two sections this year to allow continuous use of
the deeper one while the one in shallow water is used during swimming lessons.
We wish to thank Joanne Skarin for managing the beach for the last two
summers. She will not be returning this year as she and her husband Paul are
enjoying the arrival of their new son Erik.
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Anew program introduced this fall is Aerobics. This takes place on Tuesday and
Thursday mornings from 9:00 tolO:00 A.M. at the Sherburne Gym. The
instructor is Janan Hays. We hope to get an evening class going in the fall.
The Recreation Committee would once again like to thank all who help make our
programs a success. Not only the coaches, but all of their assistants and the
parents who work hard through out the year. The committee is in need of
volunteers. We are always looking for material donations and suggestions.






REPORT OF THE SUNAPEE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
The Sunapee Historical Society had another successful year. The slate of
officers elected in January were—JoeHill, President, Howard R. Sargent, Vice-
President, Marge Banas, Secretary, Betty Ramspott, Treasurer.
The annual Craft Fair and Flea Market were held the third Saturday in July at
the David W. Sherburne gym and ball field under the able direction of Betsy
Alexander and Joy Boyce with a lot ofvolunteer help to gather up the looseends.
The Flanders-Osborne Museum was open for many hours during the summer
season and was visited by many new faces as well as lots of our old friends here
for second and third visits. We held & few programs during the summer that
were very well received.
Some renovations were done at the museum over the year and still more needs
to be done. That will come with time. Pleasant comments are often heard about
our efforts so that our spirits are lifted when we seem to be running in place.
An open invitation is extended to all people of the town and the area to attend
any ofour meetings and programs which are free ofcharge and feel free to visit
the museum to learn something about the town's past. The original Town
Charter and Plat Map of 1768 were preserved, mounted and framed by the
Society as it's contribution to the new Town Office building and they were hung
on the walls by the Friends of the Town Office Committee.
The Society wishes the best to the Sunapee Harbor Riverway, Inc. for a
successful project. To be surrounded by a successful area can do nothing but
good for the Historical Society and the Flanders-Osborne Museum. Sincere
thanks to all residents of the Town of Sunapee for allowing the Society to be a





SUNAPEE SENIOR CITIZENS 1991-1992
Meetings of the Sunapee Senior Citizens Association are held from September
to June on the second and fourth Monday ofeach month. The meetings are held
in the Community Methodist Church and begin at 7 P.M. At present, our
membership is 126 and we invite any resident 55 years or older to come andjoin
us at any of our scheduled meetings. We would be happy to see you.
We welcomed in the New Year (1991) with a day trip to the McAuliffe
Planetarium and enjoyed lunch at the Cat and The Fiddle. Sunapee students
and their advisors, who toured Russia came and spoke to the group about their
experiences abroad.
The group enjoyed a catered supper, a musical program and sing a long with
Cecil Garceau, and a Pot Luck Supper with organ music, provided by Duane
Pateno, for our listening and dancing pleasure.
Our activities continued with trips to two foreign countries, thanks to a slide
presentation, on Italy, by members Dick and Betsy Webb and a slide/talk
presentation, on Kenya, by guest speakers Eleanor Kerr and Lucille Moore. The
group was able to enjoy both trips without leaving Sunapee at any time.
The view of Richard Smith, Fred Gallup, Selectmen candidates, Bud Fitch,
Chief of Police candidate and Tony Bressette, Town Clerk and Tax Collector
candidate were presented in February. The month of May afforded the
membership the opportunity to enjoy a four day bus trip to Niagara Falls and
Toronto. In June, our 1991-1992 officers; George Ogden, President, George
Bohrer, Vice-President, Florence Coleman, Secretary, and Helene Nutting,
Treasurer were nominated and elected at the annual picnic at Sunapee State
Park. The sponsoring of the sixth annual Flea Market in July ended our
activities until the fall.
Our programs resumed in September with 79 members attending a Pot-Luck
Supper and boat ride on the M.V. Mt. Sunapee II. Lynne Teats, of Sunapee,
spoke to us about the Poison Control Center at the Dartmouth-Hitchcock
Medical Center. Victor Tallarico presented an enjoyable piano interlude and
Lake Sunapee Home Care Association conducted a Flu Shot Clinic for all
Seniors. A day trip to Montshire Museum and lunch at the Owl's Nest and our
Christmas Party and Gift Swap concluded our activities for 1991.
Members of the Association, under the supervision of Florence Coleman and
Mona Meacham, continue to staff the year round operation of the Thrift Shop.
The Sunapee Senior Citizens would like to thank the town for their interest and





During 1991 the Commission continued to act upon its routine state-mandated
duties. Meeting, on the average, once every three weeks, the Commissioners
considered a wide spectrum ofapplications for projects which impinge upon the
Town's natural resources. Among the subjects dealt with were: dock and
boathouse construction and repair, draining and filling ofwetlands, creation of
artificial beaches, silt runofffrom construction sites, failing septic systems and
setback violations.
The Commission made increased efforts this year to assist contractors and
landowners in the tedious and often needless lengthy process of getting
applications approved by the Wetlands Board. Applicants were urged (and are
routinely urged) to inform a Commission member on the same day that they file
their applications, so that the whole approval process may be started as
promptly as possible. Applicants are also urged to include with their applica-
tions all the required photographs, maps, sketches and signatures. It should be
noted that the majority ofprojects are acceptable in every respect and would be
approved speedily if the whole process could be moved along in a more timely
fashion.
At the 1992 Town Meeting, the Commission will request, in addition to its
annual $600.00 allotment for routine expenses, a very unusual increment of
$4000.00. This money is needed to pay for a professional survey of the Town's
prime wetlands.
Reasons for this undertaking are :
1. The State's Wetlands Board wants every town in New Hampshire to
produce such a survey. We looked into the alternative ofproducing our own,
but concluded that we had neither the expertise nor the time to do a
satisfactory job.
2. Both the Planning Board and the Zoning Board have increasingly
found that they need such a survey when they make their judgements.
Without it, they often do not have the detailed and specific information that
they require.
3. The Conservation Commission itself, because of the increased number
and complexity of state requirements, needs ready access to the kind of
information which such a survey will provide. Some of the data in such a
survey would include: ecological integrity, wild life habitat, finfish
habitat,educational potential, visual/esthetic quality, water-based recre-
ation, flood control potential, ground water use potential, nutrient retention
and sediment trapping, shoreline anchoring, forestry potential, agricul-
tural potential and archeological/historical site potential. Forested areas
owned by the Town have received little attention for many years. There is
at present a significant amount of valuable standing timber which will
eventually die and become worthless if it is not prudently managed.
TheCommission is investigating the best means of managing these tracts,




1991 HYDRO ELECTRIC PROJECT REPORT
Much progress was made at the Hydro Electric Plant this year. All projects
planned in 1990 were completed; the catwalk was relocated and new flash
boards were installed at the River Road site, and a new guage was purchased
for Otter Pond. Besides the planned repairs and maintenance, all the windows
and casings were scraped and painted at the 1G3B Hydro Electric Plant.
We went over the budget with a major repair to the inlet on River Road. The inlet
had to be coated with 100% polyurethane to stop the deterioration caused by
rust. This action could not have been put off any further. Letting the inlet
deteriorate further would have cost a great deal more to fix in the future.
1992 looks like a great year. A $3000.00 article for the purchase of spare parts
is in the works. Having these spare parts in hand would save 16 weeks down
time if the present parts should break down.
We had a bad year as far as water is concerned and because of the overage on
our budget, our profit was only $7000.00 this year.
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT-1991
The past year was a busy one for the Zoning Board of Adjustment (ZBA). The
Board met bimonthly and conducted 30 public hearings on requests for vari-
ances and special exceptions to the zoning ordinance. The number of public
hearings were 6 more than the previous year. All 20 special exceptions, two of
which were reheard, were approved. Seven of the 10 variances also were
granted while three were denied because ofthe absence ofhardship. There also
were 3 requests for administrative appeals, one of which was heard and
approved.
In addition to public hearings and deliberations, the agenda ofthe ZBA focused
on enhancing the operation and function ofthe Board. A number of procedures
were adopted to promote interaction and communication with the public and
other town boards. Towards this end, the agenda ofZBA meetings was posted
at the town hall and post offices and the minutes ofthe meetings were forwarded
to other boards and posted. Moreover, the public was invited to discuss matters
related to the zoning process and ways ofimproving the procedures ofthe ZBA.
Separate and joint meetings also were held with the Planning Board to discuss
amendments to the zoning ordinance in response to changes in state and federal
ordinances and land use practices. Discussions also centered on means of
making the zoning process more efficient and more responsive to the needs of
the town.
In order to keep abreast ofnew state and federal guidelines and ordinances on
land use and preservation of natural resources, the ZBA attended and partici-
pated in a number ofworkshops and seminars sponsored by state and municipal
planning agencies. In addition, publications and research reports on these
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Skilled Nursing 883
Medical Social Work 24
Certified Nursing Assistant* 5
Homemaker and Respite Care 121





subjects were periodically reviewed by the ZBA Reference books also were
acquired to update the Board on land use planning and zoning.
In summary, significant progress was made during the year in achieving the
goals of the Board as a result of the joint efforts of its members and staff. The
ZBA is especially thankful to the secretary of the Board, Edythe Dexter and to
the administrator of zoning and planning, Michael Marquise, for their invalu-




LAKE SUNAPEE COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES
Rehabilitation Therapies 265





Blood Pressure Screening 5
Foot Care 8
Thank you for your continued support ofour agency and its services. Your town
representatives on the Board ofTrustees are Mary Rauh and Leicester Sherrill.





REPORT OF NEWPORT AMBULANCE SERVICE
In calendar 1991, NewportAmbulance Service resumed emergency coverage for
a portion of the Town of Sunapee. We believe that joint coverage by two
ambulance services is in the town's best interest and that it assures the most
timely response as well as providing a backup system for the community.
This department responded to Sunapee 38 times in 1991. Ofthese, 32 calls were
medical emergencies; 3 were requests to standby for fire coverage; and the
remaining 3 were miscellaneous including 2 calls cancelled enroute. Over
the past year, we have received substantial donations from individuals, private
groups and businesses. These financial gifts have allowed the department to
upgrade both equipment and training levels without burden to the taxpayers.
Newport Ambulance is currently staffed with a full time Paramedic, two EMT-
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Intermediates and nine EMTS. The entire staffis skilled in cardiac defibrillation
and seven members have recently completed advance level training at the EMT-
I level.





REPORT OF THOMAS BEHRENS
REPRESENTATIVE TO THE GENERAL COURT
The past 12 months have been as difficult in Concord as on the local scene.
Falling state revenues have forced budget cuts, the elimination of some state
programs, and the continuation oftax increases which were to be rolled back last
July 1st.
In order to balance the looming state deficit, the Legislature took advantage of
the Federal Medicare "bailout" program and will receive almost 300 million
dollars over a 24-month period. This program will expire at the end of 1993,
however; and without an up turn in the economy, the state will once again be
faced with a massive budget shortfall.
Of consolation, our region although slow, is somewhat insulated by a tourism
and second home base and is far healthier than the southern portions of the
state, or even the lakes region.
The faltering economy and our reliance on property taxes has once again heated
up the calls for broad based taxes. Although enactment of such taxes is not
likely, the voters will probally be asked to vote on the question in the form of a
constitutional question next November.
On the county level the finance committee and the delegation have worked hard
to hold the line on any county tax increases. The full delegation upheld their
earlier decision to finance the restructuring ofthe budget over a two-year bond
which expires this June. This assures a decrease in County taxes for the budget
year beginningJuly 1, 1993. We, as members ofthe county delegation must hold
the line on any new programs which would result in a loss of this expected tax
reduction.
This will be my last report to you as Sunapee's representative. Restructuring of
legislative districts requires our merger with town(s) to our north in Sullivan
County. The exact configuration has not yet been established. Come November,
the voters ofSunapee should pay particular attention to this configuration and
the number of representatives that they are electing.
In the meantime, please feel free as always to contact me at my home on Garnet




ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
Due to the prevailing economic "down turn", the Planning Board spent far less
time during 1991 reviewing applications for subdivision and site plan review,
and more time on much needed long-range planning:
ZONING ORDINANCE:
This year, the planning board is presenting thirteen amendments to the zoning
ordinance for consideration by the voters. These amendments were developed,
in part, with the cooperation of the Zoning Board of Adjustment and address
issues that arose during the past year.
SUBDIVISION AND SITE PLAN REVIEW REGULATIONS:
During the past year, the board reviewed the subdivision regulations and
prepared a number of small changes. These amendments were presented at a
public hearing and then adopted by the board. The planning board has also
begun to study the site plan review regulations and is currently working on a
numberof revisions.
The continuing effort to update our ordinances is an important part of the
planning board's responsibility. We strive to make the ordinances clearer, fairer
and more relevant to the needs of our community.
CAPITOL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM:
In 1990, the Town of Sunapee authorized the Sunapee Planning Board to
prepare a Capital Improvement Program (CIP). The CIP Committee, made up
ofrepresentatives from a number oftown departments and chaired by planning
board member Fred Brand, has met many times this past year to work on
projections for capitol expenditures for the town covering the next ten years.
The committee expects to return to the planning board this spring with its
recommendations for the planning board to review.
The CIP is the financial counterpart to the Master Plan. It will chart Sunapee's
anticipated capital needs and recommend a time frame in which to address
them. What are the capital needs of the sewer, water, highway, police and fire
departments? When will these needs arise? Often, needed improvements are
put off until a crisis develops. The CIP can provide for the orderly acquisition
ofthese improvements, minimize financial waste and administrative chaos, and
assist us in avoiding large fluctuations in the tax rate. In addition, the CIP
is a valuable planning program which provides a needed link between the long-
range goals identified in our master plan and the immediate needs as deter-
mined in the annual budget process. Our current master plan is due to be
updated and the planning board feels that the CIP will be an important factor
in those revisions.
THE MASTER PLAN:
Town Planner Michael Marquise and board members are now formulating a
plan to update the Master Plan. The purpose of the master plan is to aid the
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planning board in the performance of its duties and to guide the development
ofthe community. Rather than hire outside consultants at considerable expense
to the Town, we plan to do the bulk of the review "in-house" using committees
made up ofplanningboardmembers and interested citizens to address each area
ofthe master plan. We will be examining such topics as population growth, land
use, economic base, housing, transportation, utilities and services, community
facilities, recreation, historic resources, conservation and preservation. There
will be ample opportunity for every citizen to have input during the review
process.
WATERSHED MANAGEMENT PLAN:
Planning board member Fred Brand and Jake Towne are Sunapee's represen-
tatives on a regional committee studying the feasibility of establishing a Lake
Sunapee region watershed management plan. Last year, the citizens of
Sunapee enacted changes to the Shoreline Overlay District that will protect the
water quality of our lakes by limiting the impact of development along the
shorefront. Watershed planning is a logical extension of that protection. It is
based on the idea that the protection and development of a lake and its
watershed should be managed as a whole, rather than piece meal along the
shore edge or town boundaries. A watershed plan would ensure that the
activities on and around a lake never exceed the capacity of the lake and its
watershed to support them. It would calculate how much the lake and adjacent
lands can handle and then describe the protective measures that will keep
future use within those limits.
WETLANDS MAPPING:
The Sunapee Conservation Commission is asking for funds this year to conduct
a survey of the wetlands in Sunapee. This survey would be an important part
ofthe watershed management plan and the revised master plan, as well as pro-
viding additional information for the planning board in reviewing future
development proposals.
I would like to commend the board members, planner, Michael Marquise and
secretary, Eleanor Hopwood for their considerable time and effort expended in





Almost all quantities dropped this year at the facility. On a positive note, the
combustibles sent to incinerator in Claremont were reduced by 1%, from 1302
tons in 1990 in 1990 to 1289 in 1991. Another positive sign was that the non-
combustibles sent to the landfill in Bethlehem dropped almost 7%, from 497 tons
in 1990 to 463 tons in 1991. Reduction of both these quantities helps reduce
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operating costs (tipping fees). Unfortunately, the Claremontfee in 1992 will be
almost $94/ton compared to the 1990 rate of $78/ton.
Our rate ofcapture ofrecyclable materials took a drastic drop this year. In 1991
we only processed about 415 tons compared with 539 tons in 1990. Plastic and
aluminum beverage containers increased, but newspaper, cardboard, and scrap
metals decreased. This is probably a reflection of the poor economy.
As mentioned in last year's report, this year we started separate collection of
steel (tin) cans. As with other food containers, please rinse thoroughly before
bringing these items to the recycling center. This year, with the completion of
the new storage building, we will start collecting magazines. We will also start
collecting brown paper bags.
The staffat the facility and members ofthe recycling committee appreciate your
cooperation while using the facility. It is only through a joint effort that a
successful program can be operated.
SUNAPEE WATER AND SEWER DEPARTMENT
The sewer extensions that started construction in 1990 were completed in 1991,
with the Georges Mills and Wendell systems going on line in the spring. We
have appreciated the compliance by the users to connect within the time frame
given. The Town will be receiving money from the State of N.H. for payment
toward the bond for these projects. At this time, it is not known what sum will
be received or what projects the money will go toward. This will be clarified
before the next bond payment in July, 1992. In the fall of 1991, the Sunapee
Wastewater Treatment Plant received a new discharge permit from the EPA.
The permit is renewed every five years. Upon renewal, each treatment plant in
the state is required to do extensive lab testing of the effluent of the plant on a
quarterly basis. These tests have meant a considerable cost increase to our lab
budget.
We continued to do reconstruction work on our sewer manholes. This is
expected to help reduce some of our high flow during rainy seasons. Our costs
at the treatment plant are directly related to flows so this work pays for itself.
We installed four new hydrants in the water system. We are replacing, what we
believe to be original hydrants, possibly 90 years old. The new hydrant allows
for increased fire flows and more reliable service. We also installed some new
main valves in the system. This will allow us more flexibility and reliability in
the future when we need to shut down a main for repairs.
We conducted pilot plant studies in Sunapee and Georges Mills for the feasibility
of Slow Sand Filtration Treatment Plants. We have been pleased with the
results and find this to be the best solution for both systems to meet the Federal
Safe Drinking Water Act requirements. Slow Sand Filtration is a low-tech, low
maintenance system that is cost effective.
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The design of two water treatment plants are being done at this time. Before
continuing our work in Sunapee, we are requesting Town funds to purchase
property for the plant. This property is located on Harbor Hill and is an excellent
location. The Water and Sewer Department would appreciate your vote and
confidence at Town Meeting. After approval for purchase of the land, we will
complete the design ofthe water treatment plants. Due to the size and expense
of the project, the Commission decided it best to plan a Special Town meeting
for mid-1992. At that time bid prices for construction and firm costs will be
available. There will be a Public Hearing before the Town Meeting. We are
presenting several articles for Town Meeting of which we are requesting
appropriation of surplus funds. These include: water meters, the re-painting
of the water tank, cleaning of the water main on Lake Ave., Sunapee, and site
work for the Water Treatment Plant in Georges Mills.
The time has come for water meters to be installed in our system. To bill by a
flat rate, as we do now, is not fair or equitable. As the water rates increase, it
becomes essential to have a more accurate way ofbilling. Ithas been shown that
when billing by water use, there is more conservation of water. This will help
keep our costs down in the water department and also lower costs at the
Wastewater Treatment Plant with reduced flows.
Afterhaving an inspection ofour steel water tank on Burkehaven Hill, it became
evident we are in great need of an interior paint job. This work is necessary for
proper maintenance of the tank.
We will improve the quality of water to our Lake Avenue residents by cleaning
an old section of water main. Our intention is to extend the life of the existing
main. The cost of cleaning the main ($8,000) is considerably less than
replacement (approximately $90,000).
We plan to start site work for the Water Treatment Plant in Georges Mills. The
Town Highway Department will be upgrading the road to the site. Having our
Highway Department available will be a considerable savings to theTown.
At the request ofmany residents in the Garnet Hill area, we are proposingTown
support for design of public sewer for Garnet Hill Road. The users will be
expected to pay for the construction ofthe project. Historically, the design ofthe
sewers have been paid for by the Town.
I would like to mention appreciation to the employees of our Water and Sewer
Department: Jim Leland, Tim Mulder, Dana Ramspott and Diana Teixeira.
The Town is fortunate for the attitude of "teamwork", high interest and desire
to improve found in each of our employees. I especially thank them for their





REPORT OF THE WELFARE OFFICER
The impact ofthe recession shows clearly in 1991 expenditures: rental increase
32%, fuel increase 29%, medical increase 86%. Food costs were again decreased
by contributions from the Ladies Aid Society of George's Mills, Thanksgiving
and Christmas baskets by churches, collections by children's groups and
individuals. Maintenance costs were reduced by the Thrift Shop and individual
donors of furnishings and household goods.
The figures for Direct Assistance are:
Category 1222 1221 Changes
Food 1159.05 926.40 (232.65)
Housing 12,971.52 17,951.54 4,980.02
Medical 146.29 1,144.05 997.76
Electric Power 1,902.60 1,911.19 8.59
Fuel 867.57 1216.20 348.63
Miscellaneous 1,018.19 190.58 (827.61)
Meals-On-Wheels 1.500.00 2.200.00 700.00
TOTALS: 19,565.22 25,539.96 5,974.74
Client Data: 1221 122Q
1991 new served directly 32
Carry-overs 9
Successfully referred elsewhere 2
TOTALS: 43 31
Denied 1 3
Unreturned applications 9 8
Referrals, results unknown 25 approx. 12
SUM TOTALS: 78 61
The State's increasing delays in schedulingappointments for applications for all
State and Federal programs and in processing applications continues to in-
crease Town/Tax-Payer costs. Decreases in the amounts of allocations, no
allowance for "COLA", and the income decline of those relying on investment
income has (and will continue to) impact on welfare expenditures. There are
increasingnumbers whohave exhausted all resources such as savings accounts,
unemployment benefits, etc., and so must turn to "welfare" for assistance - most
very reluctantly.
Administrative costs paid by the Town were reduced from $635.23 in 1990 to
$555.20 in 1991. Expenses paid byme increased to $650.6 1 in 1991 from $614.89
in 1990. I did not spend any ofthe $800.00 budgeted for secretarial expense in
1991. An estimate oftime consumed is 12 hours per week (624 per year), which
is an additional $3,120.00 to $6,240.00 per year.
Under Chief Fitch's leadership the Police Department rendered invaluable
assistance and advice ofa wide variety. Joyce Hill gave continuing support and
encouragement. Other Town Staff and employees were generous in providing
support. The resources and skills of our County non-profit human services
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programs are of great benefit in assistance to our neighbors and to us tax-
payers. To all of these and to the many community clubs, programs, and




REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK AND TAX COLLECTOR
We would like to thank all of you, once again, for the support shown the office
ofTown Clerk and Tax Collector during the past year.
Many of you are aware that we did complete the additional training with the
Department of Motor Vehicles that enables us to issue new license plates and
do registration transfers. Since beginning the program onApril 1, 1991, we have
issued 378 new plates and processed 213 transfers. There have been many
positive comments about this additional service, and it appears to be genuinely
appreciated. We also noticed a significant increase in the number of customers
using the decal service, as compared to 1990.
In 1991 the Motor Vehicle Dept. went on line with a new computer system.
Though we have experienced some problems with preprinted registrations
which we received from the state, with your cooperation these can be worked
out.
Thou we previously collected bills for the Water and Sewer Department, they
did their own collections in 1991. The Water & Sewer Dept. paid the Town of
Sunapee $1.00 per bill for this service of plates and transfers generated about
$1,182 in fees from April to December, thus a full years service should show an
even greater increase in fee revenue.
The office of the Town Clerk will have additional responsibilities for filing
wetlands applications starting January 1, 1992. All applications submitted to
our office must be properly filled out including details of location, maps, and
work to be completed. Applicants must notify their abutters of the intended
project by certified mail. The certified mail receipts, together with the applica-
tion, are then submitted to the Town Clerk. It then becomes the responsibility
of our office to send the proper documents to the N.H. Wetlands Board by
certified mail. The Town ofSunapee will charge a fee of$12.00 for this process
which does not cover the cost of mailing.
Tax collections were prompt for the 1991 Levy. As of December 31st, eighty-
seven percent (87%) of the 1991 taxes had been paid. This was a tremendous
help to our treasurer, Mr. Gallup, as he was able to meet loan payoff deadlines
and county tax payments with a minimal amount of borrowed money.
Thanks again for your support.
Toni Bressette
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SUMMARY OF TOWN MEETING WARRANT 1991
Article 1: Officers elected on non-partisan ballot March 13, 1991.
Article 2: Ballot vote. 458 Yes 207 No. Article passed.
Article 3: Ballot vote. 466 Yes 197 No. Article passed.
Article 4: Ballot vote. 403 Yes 271 No. Article passed.
Article 5: Ballot vote. 464 Yes 212 No. Article passed.
Article 6: Ballot vote. 482 Yes 180 No. Article passed.
Article 7: Ballot vote. 532 Yes 156 No. Article passed.
Article 8: Ballot vote. 514 Yes 143 No. Article passed.
Article 9: Ballot vote. 510 Yes 164 No. Article passed.
Article 10: Ballot vote. 351 Yes 421 No. Article failed.
Article 11: Ballot vote. 183 Yes 559 No. Article failed.








Article 15: Orville Fitch made an amendment to increase the line item for the
police department by $13,465.00. Ann Pillsbury seconded the motion. Amend-






Dodd Johnson made a motion to reduce the amount of the
conservation commission budget back to $600.00, Bob Haseleton seconded the
motion. Amendment passed. Amended article passed.
Article 21: Passed.
Article 22: Passed
Article 23: Mona Garrand made an amendment to reduce the capital reserve
fund to $25,000. Jean Putonen seconded the motion. The amendment failed by
ballot vote. Yes 85 No 96. The article passed by ballot vote. Yes 115 No 50.
Article 24: Passed
Article 25: Passed
Article 26: Ted Gallup made a motion to "see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of$45,000 to purchase a #130 Caterpiller Road Grader for
the Highway Dept. and authorize the withdrawal ofthe sum ($45,000) from the
highway heavy equipment capital reserve fund created for this purpose."
Robert Haselton seconded the motion. Amendment failed by voice vote.
Original article passed by voice vote.






Article 33: Jeff Trow made an amendment to increase the appropriation to
































Ballot Vote. Yes 81 No 63
Ballot Vote. No 53 Yes 49



























South Lot 54 #4
New Eastman Lot 1A #2
South Lot 29 #2
Old Eastman Ext.Lot 87 #4
New Eastman Lot 72A #1
Old Eastman Ext.Lot 53 #3
New Eastman Lot 86B #1
South Lot 63 #4
Old Eastman Ext.Lot 27 #3
South Lot 56 #1
New Eastman Lot 38A #3
Perkins Lot 19 #3
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #43 OFFICERS








































THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District ofSunapee, qualified to vote in district
affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the David W. Sherburne Gymnasium in said
district on the 9th day of March, 1992 at 7 o'clock p.m. to act upon the articles
set forth in this warrant not covering the election of district officers. Said
officers will be elected at Town Meeting on the 10th day ofMarch, 1992, in said
gymnasium with voting by official ballot and checklists. The polls will remain
open for this purpose from 9 o'clock a.m. until 7 o'clock p.m.
ARTICLE 1. - To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees, or officers
chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 2. - To see what sum ofmoney the district will raise and appropriate
for the support of the schools, for the salaries of school district officials and
agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the district, and to
authorize the application against said appropriation of such sums as are
estimated to be received from state sources, together with income; the school
board to certify to the selectmen the balance between the revenue and appro-
priation, which balance is to be raised by taxes by the town.
ARTICLE 3. - To see ifthe district will vote to authorize the withdrawal offorty-
five thousand dollars ($45,000) from the Capital Reserve Fund established for
the purpose of purchasing a new school bus, and to name the School Board as
the agent of the district to purchase a new bus.
ARTICLE 4. - To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
sixty-five thousand dollars ($65,000) to reroofthe remaining half ofthe Junior/
Senior High School roof.
ARTICLE 5. - To see ifthe district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
fifty-four thousand twenty-two dollars ($54,022) as a deficit appropriation to the
1991-92 budget to cover the increase in the cost of Special Education and to
instruct the Clerk to issue a certificate therefor to the Selectmen of the Town of
Sunapee.
ARTICLE 6. - To see if the voters of the District will direct the School Board to
employ an independent Certified Public Accountant from outside the district
instead ofelected auditors to audithereafter the financial records ofthe District.
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ARTICLE 7. - To see if the district will authorize the school board to make
application for, to receive and spend in the name ofthe district, such advances,
grants-in-aid or other funds for educational purposes as may now or hereafter
be forthcoming from federal, state, local or private agencies as outlined in
RSA198:20-b.
ARTICLE 8. - To transact any other business that may legally come before this
meeting.










Sunapee School District Budget
SUNAPEE SCHOOL DISTRICT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Election of Officers
To the inhabitants ofthe School District ofSunapee in the county ofSullivan and
State ofNew Hampshire, qualified to vote on District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the David W. Sherburne Gymnasium in said
District on the 10th day ofMarch, 1992, at 9:00 a.m., to vote for district officers:
(The polls will not close before 7:00 p.m.)
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Treasure for the ensuing year.
4. To choose a member ofthe School Board for the ensuing three years.





SUNAPEE SCHOOL DISTRICT BUDGET 1992 - 1993




Teacher 1,113,039 1,113,039 1,112,972
Aides 14,180 14,180 20,247
Sabbatical Leave
Substitutes 15,000 15,000 15,000
Health Insurance 177,864 177,864 177,453
Life Insurance 2,962 2,962 2,962
Workers Compensation 7,299 7,299 6,025
Retirement 18,715 18,270 22,845
Social Security 87,380 87,380 87,859
Unemployment Compensation 1,500 1,500 1,500
Handwriting/Prof. Services 900 900 900
Repairs to Equipment 8,350 11,000 10,000
Rental of Car (Driver Education) 3,000 3,000 3,000
Teaching Materials 57,600 57,900 57,200
Textbooks 7,948 6,582 6,582
New Equipment 17,543 15,484 14,984
Replacement Equipment 5,332 v,S7Q 6,870
SERIES TOTAL 1,538,612 1,539,230 1,546,399
SPECIAL EDUCATION
Teachers 60,984 71,577 60,984
Aides/Bus Driver 25,565 110,729 111,732
Health Insurance 12,326 7,944 12,090
Life Insurance 164 164 164
Workers Compensation 1,126 1,555 1,371
Retirement 1,430 3,707 4,335
Social Security 6,625 13,950 13,213
Professional Services 61,735 91,935 86,935
Out-of-District Placement 177,030 163,190 170,090
Transportation 27,100 27,400 33,400
Materials Textbooks Equipment 1,830 2,055 2,055
SERIES TOTAL 375,915 494,206 496,369
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Tuition and transportation 14,400 12,065 12,065
SERIES TOTAL 14,400 12,065 12,065
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OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS
Salaries, Soc. Sec. Retirement 54,889 51,386 53,336
Supplies and Equipment 25,600 25,600 25,600
SERIES TOTAL 80,489 76,986 78,936
SUPPORT SERVICES - GUIDANCE & HEALTH
Guidance & Nurses 78,933 78,933 78,933
Insurances 4,201 4,201 4,184
Workers Compensation 504 504 504
Retirement 1,247 1,225 1,335
Social Security 6,037 6,037 6,037
Physicals, Supplies, Repairs, Travel 6,634 5,250 5,250
SERIES TOTAL 97,556 96,150 96,135
SUPPORT SERVICES - TEACHERS




Social Security, Retirement & W.C.





















OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL
Principal & Secretaries
Insurances & Benefits
Telephone, Postage & Printing
Supplies & Equipment










OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF PLANT
Salaries & Benefits 120,389 120,388 127,944
Water 5,317 4,412 4,412
Sewer 4,188 5,665 5,665
Insurance 25,645 20,902 20,902
Electricity 37,000 38,600 38,600
Heat 36,000 35,000 35,000
Gas 1,100 1,100 1,100
Supplies & Equipment 13,300 14,550 14,050
Repairs 27,000 27,120 27,120
Special Projects 14,560 26,021 26,021
Contingency 3,000 3,000 3,000
SERIES TOTAL 287,499 296,758 303,814
PUPIL TRANSPORTATION
Salaries & Benefits 34,888 34,888 35,399
Maintenance & Supplies 22,200 25,200 22,200
Insurance 9,150 10,250 10,250
Educational Trips 1,500 1,750 1,750
Athletic Trips 4,400 4,400 4,400





























School Building Aid 41,428 39,868
Driver Education 2,250 2,250
Catastrophic Aid 40,198 25,700
REVENUE LOCAL-NOT TAXES - •
Tuition 140,000 162,030
Earnings on Investment 3,000 3,000
Pupil Activities 2,000 2,000
Other Local Sources 7,500 7,500
TOTAL 236,376 242,348
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the Citizens of the Sunapee School District:
During this school year, the teachers and administrators have been exploring
ways to ensure that all students in the Sunapee schools are afforded a quality
education that will prepare them for what they will want to do when they leave
our schools. They have not yet come up with answers to either what needs to
be done norhow to do it. What I know, however, is that without the involvement
ofparents and community members, the results oftheir investigations will not
be valid. The schools belong to the people in Sunapee and whathappens in them
should be the result of decisions made jointly by, educators, parents and
community members.
We need a look at our school carefully. We need to assess what we are doing and
be able to measure what our students are learning. Educators have been trained
and are paid to do these things. However, the educators will be so much more
effective when the community members and parents join them by giving them
constructive feedback and working together to make our schools rich educa-
tional environments in which every child will succeed.
You have already done so much for the children of Sunapee. I know that I can
count on you to continue to help school people make the Sunapee schools even





REPORT OF ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
(Special Services) 1991
This academic year has been filled with a lot of activity and growth for Special
Services, which includes Special Education and Chapter I. Programs.
Since the SAU reorganized following the loss of Kearsarge Regional School
District, I now have a more direct involvement with educationally handicapped
students placed out-of-district that I previously enjoyed. Each studenthas to be
monitored, staffings have to be attended, and a multitude of decisions have to
be made on a student by student basis. It is the one program area where I can
end up being contacted any hour of the day or night and on weekends to help
resolve problems as they arise.
During this past year, I have been directly involved in the Chapter I. Programs
within the SAU, This program that provides interventions for students who are
experiencing difficulties with school work, but who are not so seriously involved
as to require Special Education services. This program allows us to try new
approaches for teaching students that we may later adopt in all areas of the
curriculum.
My involvement with Sunapee School District special education programs has
become more direct because I am not attempting to service as many schools as
I was in the past. I believe that many good and exciting events are happening
on a local school and district level. First and foremost, are our efforts to include
special education students in regular classrooms to the maximum extent
possible. Sunapee School District and the SAU is involved in a partnership with
The Institute For Disability at UNH to provide our staffs with training and
technical assistance as we attempt to include handicapped students in regular
classes. We are attempting to bring about this program change by including
children in the early grades with the assistance of aides and integration
consulting teachers which lets us "grow into" this program design. Where
appropriate, we have moved a few older students into this program design, but
for the most part we are planning to let the older students "age out" in their
current program designs. The inclusionary program design is a profound
change in program philosophy. However, parents ofchildren who have started
their education in this design are generally quite enthusiastic about the many
positive gains students make.
There are some students who are unable to fully benefitfrom our current efforts
to provide inclusionary programs. For those relatively few students, we are
attempting to build and maintain needed self-contained programs within the
confines of the SAU, so that students may continue to live at home while
attending appropriate school programs.
Sunapee school district supported training for regular and special education
teachers to improve their ability to deal with the educational needs of all
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children. Training is provided through individual consultations regarding
particular students, short term workshops, and coursework that may extend
over a number of weeks.
Our Chapter I. Program made a commitment to try out the Reading Recovery
Program in the Newport School District. This approach, first developed in New
Zealand, takes a group of first graders who appear to have the most difficulty
with early reading skills, and bombard them for a maximum of 100 multi-
method lessons or until they are reading at or above their grade level. In other
districts this program has experienced a better than average success. If the
program works well in Newport, I would expect that we would then give
consideration to the involvement of the Sunapee school district.
In the Sunapee district, we have a really dedicated group of teachers who
attempt to keep the interests oftheir students first and foremost. The teachers
in individual schools form concerned teams to consider the needs of children at
risk for school difficulties. We are all workingtogether to provide services which
are appropriate and cost-effective!
In closing, I would like to mention one role that I have, which I consider to be
perhaps the most important role. That is to be the person who helps to fix our
Special Education and Chapter I. services when something does not work to
your satisfaction. I need to hear from you when you feel that things are not
working well. (I would also like to know when staffpeople are doing a good job.)
I will address your concerns in a direct and confidential manner, and attempt
to resolve them to your satisfaction. I am a phone call away at 863-6659. Special
Services need to be a successful partnership between parents, teachers and
students. I really need to hear from you!
Respectfully submitted,
Arthur G. Jillette, Jr.
Assistant Superintendent of Schools (Special Services)
PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
SUNAPEE JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Commencement exercises were conducted atthe Sherburne Gymnasium at 6:00
P.M. on Friday, June 15, 1991, James Currier, chairman ofthe Sunapee School
Board awarded diplomas to: Travis Abel, Michael Abraham, Shawn Austin, Jill
Blackington, Nick Browne, Klipper Brown, Rusty Camber, Myles Cooney,
Eugene Dabrowski, Tracey Davis, Peter Doherty, Lisa Fish, Kellee Flint,
Christine Frederick, Pamela Gray, Beverly Grossmann, Julie Guyette, William
Hamilton, Jeffrey Hampson, Daryl Heino, Zaneta Hunter, Rochelle Jones,
Tamara Kangas, Nicole Livingston, Carol Lloyd, Mark Lyden, Melissa Melby,
Dave Montambeault, Michelle Morrow, Shane O'Hare, Bridget Osgood, Jen-
nifer Oles, Stephanie Perrotto, Diane Perry, Michael Perry, Jonathan Reed,
Michael Ripley, William Roth III, William Russell, Jr., Jennifer Saunders,
Robert Sharkey III, Trisha Shepard, Christie Waddell & Gretchen Wells.
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For the record, awards and scholarships given at graduation were: Murvin A
Bailey Citizenship Award-CraigHeino, Sunapee High School Alumni-Jennifer
Oles, Annie G. Leone-Tamara Kangas, Herbert B. Sawyer-Craig Heino, Karen
M. Schraeder-Stephanie Perrotto, John Segalini-Jill Blackington, New London
Rotary-Shane O'Hare, Robert Sharkey, New London Rotary $1000 Scholarship-
Tracey Davis, New London Rotary Technical Award-William Roth, Lake
Sunapee Savings Bank-Shane O'Hare, Charles K. Flint-Jennifer Saunders,
Teachers Association-Pamela Gray, Michelle Morrow, Sunapee Teachers Asso-
ciation SavingsBond-ShawnAustin, SugarRiver Savings Bank-Jill Blackington,
Granite State Scholarship-Pamela Gray, LaValley Building Supply-CraigHeino,
Meacham Scholarship-Jill Blackington, Michael Ripley, Trisha Shepard, Tom
Tuohy Scholarship-Robert Sharkey, Emerson Scholarship-Pamela Gray, Jen-
nifer Oles, Trisha Shepard, Wendell B. Rude-Stephanie Perrotto, Catherine
Harold, Bank East-Tamara Kangas, National Merit Finalist-Pamela Gray,
Doris E. Bishop Scholarship-Jill Blackington, Pizza Chef-Tracey Davis, Gretchen
Wells, Lake Sunapee Protective Association-Bradley Russell, S.A.D.D.-Stephanie
Perrotto, Charles A. Clement-Craig Heino, Mary Fecilia Falzarano-Jill
Blackington, Christine Frederick, Craig Heino, Dave Montambeault, Michelle
Morrow, Stephanie Perrotto and Bradley Russell, Onneia Lumber Company-
Shawn Austin and the Robert C. Byrd Scholarship-Pamela Gray.
Awards given at Class Day on June 14th included:
Industrial Arts Award-Bradley Russell, D.A.R.-Shane O'Hare, Dartmouth
Book Award-Daniel Smith, Wellesley Book Award-Tricia Adams, Nathan
Johnson 8th Grade Citizenship Award-Bradem Miles, 8th Grade Spelling Bee-
Ashley Bocko, 8th Grade Geography Bee-Melinda Atwood, DAR Essay-Greg
Smith & Melinda Atwood.
The following new members were inducted into the National Honor
Society in May:
Trisha Shepard, Charles Roth, Simone O'Hare and Tricia Adams.
Our current enrollment for grades 7-12 is broken down as follows:
Grade 7 28 Grade 8 34 Grade 9 39
Grade 10 43 Grade 11 51 Grade 12 36
The enrollment decreased significantly this year much due to the smaller
number of 7th graders replacing the large number of 1991 seniors who
graduated.
We have a total oftwenty-two tuition students. Currently, there are fifteen from
Goshen-Lempster; seven from Andover; and one from Unity. We appreciate
their desire and effort to attend our school, participate in our co-curricular
program regardless of distance and weather conditions. They also help make
many of our mandated courses more cost effective.
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There were very few staff changes for 1991-92. Dr. Tom Mooney is filling in as
our special education director for Ellen Rhodes-Mims who is on a year leave of
absence. Due to the difficulty of securing a half-time computer instructor, we
have contracted Mrs. Karen Gosselin and Mr. Ronald Beaudet to teach extra
courses beyond their regular commitment.
The addition of the academic network computer lab housed in the resource
centerhas been well received. Once software has been obtained most disciplines
will utilize the equipment. The following areas will either be involved this year
or probably by September of 1991. English, especially for writing purposes,
social studies, computer applications, art, mechanical drawing science, special
education, home economics and foreign languages.
We currently have four students attending Newport High School two periods
each day in the vocational automotive program. We anticipate increased
interest in both the automotive and the business machines areas for the 1992-
93 school year. We are also excited about our expanded availability ofvocational
programs at both Newport and Stevens High Schools most probably starting in
September of 1993. Of the twelve programs offered, we hope to have 36 slots
available.
Our drop-out rate appears to remain about the third lowest in New Hampshire.
However, we continue to explore ways to meet special needs of many of our
students who have experienced a lack of interest in the conventional curricu-
lum. Although, it is in the infancy stage, we are greatly encouraged with the
positive response of those involved. Coupled with an expanded vocational
component, programs of this type should help us to maintain holding power.
The New England Association ofSchools and colleges two year progress report
will be due on September 1, 1991. The faculty and administration are
continually working on addressing the issues and recommendations made by
the evaluating team which visited in October of 1990. Some of these include
heating and ventilation, a curriculum update process, more site based decision-
making and a review process relative to school philosophy. We are pleased with
the progress and anticipate positive results.
It is with pleasure that I recognize the faculty and staff for their willingness to
offer the best possible program to our students. Often in a small school we don't
have the offerings which will meet the needs of all students. Fortunately, we
have teachers who are willing to go the extra mile and offer special independent
programs for the benefit of these students.
Other significant events this year include the elementary intern program which
consists of seniors serving as aides in the classroom; Granite State Challenge;
a group of students from France who visited us from October 27th through
November 12th; member of our French classes will visit France from February
9th through the 24th; members of our International Friendship Club will visit
Russia during the middle ofApril; the Close-up Group will go to Washington to
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become involved in many ofthe Governmental functions from May 3-9 and the
availability of a Japanese intern, who has been a valuable resource for us most
of the year.
Again, I can't emphasize enough the appreciation we have here for the fine
overall support given to us by the parents ofthe community. Hopefully, we at
the school will continue to reciprocate with a strong commitment and caring
attitude.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard C. Leone, Principal
PRINCIPALS REPORT
SUNAPEE CENTRAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
The mission ofthe Sunapee Central Elementary School is to empower students
to become lifelong learners and contributing members of society by providing
intellectual, social and physical experiences. This is the statement that we, the
staff, developed as part ofour "Strategic Plan" last year. We feel it is a powerful
statement of who we are and what we do.
As part of strategic planning we have also identified five goals we wish to focus
on for the next few years. These are first, meeting diverse student needs, and
second, developing comprehensive reading and language arts curricula. Our
third goal is answering space needs and our fourth and fifth goals are expanding
upon communication and public relations and advancing instructional technol-
ogy. As we work on developing an action plan and on meeting our goals, we keep
the following question in mind: "How will students benefit from what we are
doing?"
This is the primary question asked as we work with the Northeast Regional Lab
in a four year Partners Program. This program links us with a research base
and with educators and elementary schools who are looking to design learner-
centered schools. It brought Ron Raynolds to speak at a Sunapee Parent
Teacher Organization (SPTO) general meeting. By providing workshops,
access to electronic mail and information service, and consultants to the school.
The partnership with the Regional Lab should prove beneficial to us particu-
larly in meeting our first goal. We were one of two schools selected thus far in
New Hampshire to be part of this program. There is no cost to the school other
than for substitutes and travel when attending workshops.
Sunapee Central was one of four New Hampshire schools to be selected to
participate in the Project for Processes, Products and Technology. This is a
hands-on elementary science curriculum project sponsored in part by Simmons
College and the National Science Foundation. The philosophy of the program
is reflected in the following statement: "Children learn what science is by doing
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what a scientist does." The project is designed to help teachers from New
England to better understand the role of science and technology in our
industrial society. The benefits of the project include free staff training, the
donation of six science modules, and for our students to make a real connection
between science in the classroom and in the world.
A third initiative to benefit of students is the self-study of our Kindergarten
Program. With guidelines and materials from the National Association for the
Education ofYoung Children (NAEYC), a nationally recognized early childhood
organization, we will be taking a close look at our present curriculum and
program. This is in preparation for aformal study to be done by theNAEYC next
year. This group will make recommendations and commendations and accredit
our program according to national standards, similar to the NEAS&C high
school accreditation process.
As concerns our second goal, Sunapee Central was recently approved with
distinction as a 1A school. This followed six months of study by the Reading
Standards Committee. Because of the alternative plan submitted by the
Committee the school merited approval even though it dises not have a reading
specialist as required byminimum standards. The Committee continues to meet
this year and has planned three teacher workshops as outlined in the plan
sumbitted to the Department of Education. Chapter 2 Block Grant funds are
being used to bring workshops in "Directed Reading", "Reading and Writing in
the Content Areas", and "Informal Reading Assessment." These will help to
make everyone's skills current and more consistent grade to grade.
The Reading Committee will be reviewing basal series, putting together a
portfolio plan K-6, and researching standard and alternative assessment
instruments. Work on the delineation of skills and review the current curricu-
lum guide, done prior to 1982, will then begin.
Space needs are an outgoing concern. Last school year we began an enrollment
of 279 students. This year we began with 293. The Facilities Planning
Committee worked last year to understand space needs at both schools and to
look at alternative solutions. The committee unanimously agreed that the
Elementary School was overcrowded and that the best solution to the problem,
helping the High School situation at the same time, would be a six classroom
addition to the Junior-Senior High School. The space would be suitable for a
middle school wing, selfcontained elementary classes or a separate junior high
wing. To answer program concerns, a Middle School Study plan has been
approved by the School Board and we are in the process of selecting a steering
committee.
The last two yearshad seen the two fifth grade classes together in one classroom.
We have now rectified this situation. Over the summer the art room was
converted into the kindergarten classroom. New windows, carpeting, light
fixtures and fire doors were installed. Art now travels from class to class with
a special cart purchased for this transition. Music classes continue to be held
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in the media room, thus limiting the use ofthat space. Our present third grade
population is approaching sixty students. We are now studying alternatives to
building a program since classroom space may be required next fall.
In working toward improved public relations the Sunapee Parent Teacher
Organization (SPTO) continues to be very active. They actively promote the
school and are involved in many school activities. They publish a quarterly
newsletter and sponsor informational meetings. They fund enrichment activi-
ties such as the Halloween Party, Seasonal Crafts, The Actors Theater ofMaine,
The Montshire Science Circus, The Hampstead Players, Purly Gates, Canter-
bury Folk, and the Odyssey of the Mind Teams. They provide, time, expertise,
and money for school improvements such as those in the cafeteria, the teachers'
room, the nurses' room, the music/media room, and the playground. We thank
them for their tremendous support and look forward to their continued coopera-
tion and this year's Time Travellers production.
With staff on the S.P.A.R.K. Committee we hope to improve communication
with the community. Through S.P.A.R.K (Sunapee People and Resources for
Kids), Sunapee residents are volunteering their efforts in school programs.
From the holiday program, listening to author Howard Tomb, to Winter
Activities, elementary students are benefiting from this program.
In working toward our last goal, the Apple computers from the "Computers for
Teachers" grant have returned to the school. All classrooms have at least one
Apple computer and some classrooms have additional Commodore computers.
The school board has designated that part ofthe money budgeted for computers
be spent on in service training at both the elementary and the high school.
Model lessons will be presented in the classrooms. Eisenhower funds will bring
additional mathematics training in the National Council of Teachers of Math
Standards.
With the variety and numbei of activities made possible through community
support, Sunapee students are indeed very fortunate. Your continued support
of the schools is both essential and appreciated. We thank you.
Respectfully sumbitted,
Helen L. Bickford, Principal
STATEMENT OF BONDED INDEBTEDNESS
As of December 31, 1991
ELEMENTARY SUNAPEE JUNIOR
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
BUILDING FUND
For the fiscal year July 1, 1990 - June 30, 1991
Cash on hand July 1, 1990
Interest received through 6/30/91
Less school board orders paid








REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
For the fiscal year July 1, 1990 to June 30, 1991
Cash on hand July 1, 1991
Treasurer s Bank Balance
Current Appropriation
Revenue from State Sources
Received from Tuition
Received form ail other sources
Total Receipts
Less School Board Orders Paid













The annual audit for the Sunapee School District, for the year ended June 30,
1991, was performed by Grzeiak and Company, P.C., Certified Public Accoun-
1
tants. Copies of the audit report can be obtained by contacting Allen Damren,
|
Business Administrator, SAU 43, 15 Sunapee Street, Newport, NH 03773.
FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
(Regular Account)
For the Year Ending June 30, 1991
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AS OF JULY 1, 1990
LESS REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES

















Supplies and Equipment 1,646
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OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS 70,133
Salaries 41,369
Employee Benefits 3,443
Supplies and Equipment 25,321
SUPPORTING SERVICES 65,643
Guidance Salaries 54,650






Supplies, Materials, and Services 2,515
IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION 28,113
Purchased Services 4,152
Salaries and Benefits 23,961







BOARD OF EDUCATION 11,782
Salaries and Benefits 3,160
Purchased Services 5,141
Supplies and Other 3,481






Supplies and Materials 2,742
Property and Other 2,007
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TRANSFER TO CAPITAL RESERVE






LESS SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
EXPENDITURES
UNENCUMBERED FUND BALANCE
AS OF JUNE 30, 1991
Lunch Program Unencumbered Balance














As ofAugust 28, 1991
































$27,168 $24,228 $2,058 $6,546
9,056 8,076 686 2,182
19,470 47,363 1,475 4,691
97,508 86,956 7,386 23,494
$153,202 $136,623 $11,605 $36,913
SCHOOL DISTRICT BOND & COUPON ACCOUNT
SUNAPEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE - 1991
I hereby certify that inmy presence and in the presence ofJames Currier, School
Board Member and Eileen Stiles, School Treasurer, the following School Bonds
and Coupons were destroyed by burning:
Junior-Senior High School Bonds Numbers 203 through 213 (1991).
Interest coupons on Junior-Senior High School Bonds:
Numbers 203 through 235 (period 35)





1991 ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING MINUTES
March 11, 1991
Article 1. To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees or officers chosen
and pass any vote relating thereto.
Richard Byrne made the motion to accept all reports as printed in the annual
Town Report and James Currier made the second. The vote was in the
affirmative and the reports so accepted.
Article 2. To see what sum ofmoney the District will raise and appropriate for
the support ofthe schools, for the salaries ofSchool District Officials and Agents
and for the payment of Statutory Obligations of the District, and to authorize
the application against said appropriation ofsuch sums as were estimated to be
received from state sources, together with income: Richard Byrne made the
motion to pass the article as read and James Currier made the second.
Pat Jackson asked what percentages the raises were over last year. School
Board Chairman Richard Byrne said he would go through the budget and
explain the changes and made the motion to pass the article, seconded byJames
Currier.
There was a 3.59% increase over the previous year. He went over the figures
and added that negotiations had just been concluded with teachers. There had
been no increase in salaries for the coming year. Certain teachers had received
step increases as had been called for. There had also been changes in insurance
such as advance notice of hospital admittance except in emergencies.
New Computer equipment was included in the budget for both the elementary
and high school. Byrne said, "Teachers, administrators and students felt
strongly about the need of a computer lab." $2,543 was to be used for the
elementary school for tables, disk drives, cabinets, etc. and $15,000 for comput-
ers at the high school so that 15-18 computers could be added and so that there
could be much more done than word processing.
Byrne said 16 students were in out-of-district placement, three in business
education, five in auto mechanics with 75% reimbursement made by the state.
A written request from the floor asked for a secret paper ballot and this was
granted. The result: 143 YES -56 NO. The motion was carried and the budget
accepted as presented: $3,103,777.
Article 3. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
seventy-five thousand dollars ($75,000) to re-roof approximately half of the
Junior/Senior High School roof.
David Montambeault made the motion to pass the article as read and Jean
Putonen made the second.
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Walter Mayo, resident of the town was introduced by the board and answered
some questions regarding the condition ofthe present roofing and suggestions
for the re-roofing. Mayo had been owner of a roofing company and is a resident
of the town. He had examined the roof and was making the suggestions to aid
the board. He would not be making bids.
Asked why the entire roofwould not be done at this time, it was explained that
the half to be done needed it badly and because of the economy, the other half
would be done another year.
The article was passed by a voice vote.
Article 4. To see ifthe District will vote to raise the sum ofseven thousand, seven
hundred dollars ($7,700) for the purpose ofstudying the feasibility ofexpansion,
renovations or improvement of district buildings.
James Currier made the motion to pass the article as read and Richard Byrne
made the second.
Currier explained that there were classroom space problems and also that the
selectmen and asked the boards to do long range planning. A committee had
toured the buildings and made suggestions. The also felt that there should be
professional advice sought and suggested using the architectural firm that had
renovated the elementary school. There are about 300 in that school now. The
board would like suggestions for both short term and long term use of the
buildings.
The motion was passed with a voice vote.
Article 5. To see if the District will vote to appropriate the amount of any
unencumbered balance accruing in the 1990-1991 budget as ofJune 30, 1991 to
establish a Capital Reserve Fund-Capital Improvements to meet the expenses
of capital improvements to any school district building.
James Currier made the motion to pass the article as read and David
Montambeault made the second. The article was passed by a voice vote.
Article 6. To see if the District will authorize the School Board to make
application for, to receive and spend in the name ofthe District such advances,
grants-in-aid or other funds for educational purposes as may now or hereafter
be forthcoming from federal, state, local or private agencies as outlined in
RSA198:20-b.
David Montambeault made the motion to pass the article as read and James
Currier made the second. The article was passed by a voice vote.
The annual School District meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,
Jean Putonen, School Clerk
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High School/Special Ed. Aide
CHAPTER I PERSONNEL (FEDERAL)
Skills Improvement
Program Aide
Reading Aide - Elementary









Donna Van Den Berg
Sue Webb
Library Aide - Elementary





Library Aide - High School
Special Education Aide -
Elementary
Special Education Aide -
High School
Special Education Aide
(P/T) - Elementary
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